75th Anniversary Special FOC-Suffix Stations
GB75FOC:
G3IAF, G3KTZ, G3LIK, G3RWF,
G3SWH, G3YEC, G3YXX,
G3ZGC,G4BYG, G4DJX,
G4HZV, G4RCG, G4SIE,
G7VJR, GØBQV, GØORH,
MØPIE
GC4FOC: G3IZD
GC4FOC/P: G3TXF
GH4FOC:
G3SXW, G3TXF
GN4FOC:
GI3PDN, GIØRTN
GP4FOC:
GU4CHY, GU4YOX
GS4FOC:
GM3WUX, GM3YOR,GM3YTS
GT4FOC:
MDØCCE,G3WGV, G3XTT
MØRSE:
G3IZD, G3KTZ, G3LIK,
G3PDH, G3PJT, G3YXX,
G4RCG, GØBQV, GØJWB,
GØORH, MØPIE
AO6FOC: EA6BF
DJ75FOC: DJ5IL
DK75FOC:
DJ4KW, DJ6SI

EM75FOC: UU5JZ
EO75FOC: US9PA
E51FOC: ZL2AGY
HZ1FOC: 7Z1HL
II7FOC: I7ALE
IIØFOC:
IKØIXI, IKØYGJ
ISØFOC: ISØAFM
K2FOC:
K2NV, K2RSK, K2ZR,
W2TB, WB2YQH, VE3DZ
K6FOC: W6IJ
K7FOC:
AC2K, KF7E, W7GFK
KØFOC: WØZR
KM4FOC:
K2SX, K2UFT, K4LQ, N4AF
KH6FOC: KH6LC
LA5FOC: LA5HE
LA75FOC: LA4XX
LY75FOC: LY2PX
LZ75FOC: LZ1AF
N4FOC:
AK4Z, K4LTA, W4CK
N8FOC:
AD8P, K4LT, K8MFO, K8ZH,
N8DCJ,N8DE, W8AV, W8PBO
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Inside Front/Back Cover: List of 75 Anniversary special FOC-Suffix stations
Back Cover Photographs
Top row left: Rod, K5BGB, two time former FOC member (#730 from 1962-1967 and
th
#1338 from 1977-2001), sent the picture of the plaque he earned during the FOC 50
celebration. Rod said that to win it he had to work 50 members from Europe and 50
members from outside Europe within 50 days, starting 1 May. (photo W9RGB)
Top row right: The golden FOC75 certificate of K5BGB (photo W9RGB)
Middle: The W9FOC team had time for Focal. Taking a break from the pileups on W9FOC,
Vic W9RGB, his wife Carol; Dave, K9FN and his wife Mary; Dave, K6XG who was visiting
his brother and headed for Dayton, and John, WA9AQN met in the southwest suburbs of
Chicago on 15 May to have a special FOC lunch with Paul, OZ4UN and his wife Connie,
who had flown in for a visit with their son, who had recently moved to Chicago from
California.
Left to right: Vic,W9RGB; Carol, Dave, K6XG; John, WA9AQN; Mary; Dave, K9FN; Connie
and Paul, OZ4UN (photo W9RGB)
Bottom row left: Tina, YO3FRI having a coffee break during the FOC75 activity
Bottom row right: Setup of Petr, OK1RP during FOC75 hunting
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Celebrating our 75th Anniversary
By Rob Ferguson, GM3YTS ─ Chairman
th

FOC was founded in May 1938 so in 2013 we celebrate our 75 anniversary. We
decided to put together a programme of special activities, centred on a one-month
‘QSO Party’ in May. We would remember Samuel Morse, Alfred Vail, and the FOC
founding fathers: G5BW, G2ZQ, G6FO whose core purpose was “to improve the
standard of operating on the amateur bands”. We would demonstrate high calibre CW
operating, enhance the Club’s image and all have fun!
We applied for the Special call-sign G75FOC but after much red-tape the call-sign
GB75FOC was issued. The ‘FOC75 award’ was developed and publicised. At that time it
was assumed that our special call would be the only one, plus maybe some activity by
those who already hold a *FOC suffix licence. The award levels – bronze, silver, gold –
were set intentionally low so that the programme would not be challenging, and
assumed that many points would be made by QSOs with members using their own callsigns. What then transpired came as a complete surprise to everyone: some 64 *FOC
suffix call-signs were announced. It is they, especially, who made May 2013 such a
magnificent event. In addition to GB75FOC (only in England) and MØRSE we also used
G4FOC in the other six DXCC countries: GC, GH, GN, GP, GS, GT – a terrific show put on
by many members.
Thanks also to Roger, G3SXW for his unstinting efforts in cajoling and supporting those
of you who went to the effort of obtaining those special calls. It made this event such
success and I am sure we all had terrific fun in the process.
st
On 1 May the bands exploded with FOC activity and, another big surprise, the pile-ups
on those special *FOC stations were enormous and lasted the whole month!
Applications for the Award (a beautiful certificate designed by KZ5D) started to arrive
st
on 1 May! The FOC75 Award Committee of Bob, G4HZV; Ed, KR3E; Art, KZ5D and Puck,
W4PM had set the rules. Ed, KR3E added them to the <www.g4foc.org> web-site, there
then followed a deluge of applications: over 1,500 have been processed! G4HZV
accepted the awards for sanity-checking, then passed them to KZ5D for issue – all done
electronically. These two dedicated members deserve our huge thanks for a job well
done, a job far bigger than they ever expected!
It was also decided to mark the anniversary with a free door-prize at the five ‘official’
Dinners. A MagPad was ordered from member Tom, G3HGE for each dinner, a
magnificent paddle with the FOC logo and numbered. Many thanks, Tom, for helping
with this, for the discount and for efficient shipping. We will also hold a drawing at
year-end for all members who were unable to attend any of the 2013 Dinners.
The FOC75 event in May turned into such a success that we decided to publish an extra
edition of Focus which you are now reading. A big vote of thanks to Gabor, S57WJ for
taking on this project (he is already a very busy man) and to all those who contributed
their articles and photographs.
The Club is in good health and is perhaps seen as more approachable these days. Long
may it continue! I have mentioned the word fun twice and I sincerely believe that’s
what we should aim for in this club and this wonderful hobby. Fun and excellence are
good companions.
So have fun and thanks!
4
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FOC at 75 Years
By Dennis Andrews, F5VHY
During 1998 while still G3MXJ, I had the great pleasure and privilege of compiling an
updated History of the Club based on the original History Book written by Al Slater,
G3FXB covering the period up to 1983.
Being at the centre of Club activities, I was in a position to delve into the FOC vaults and
examine the documentation going back to the very start of things in 1937. It was a
fascinating exercise. With further research, I was able to fill in a lot of the gaps in our
knowledge of what went before and also to uncover a wealth of interesting stories
about the personalities that dominated FOC activities during those years.
Faced with a rapidly changing hobby, the end years of the 90s were, in many ways, a
controversial time for the Club. On the one hand, a significant number of members
wanted to see FOC cling to traditional values – even if that meant falling membership
numbers and the eventual decline of the Club – at least, it would sink beneath the
waves with all its flags flying. The other faction looked to change our focus to
concentrate on how Amateur Radio would develop and to understand how FOC might
continue to influence the future development of our hobby.
As it turned out, this period represented a time of huge challenge for FOC with
immense changes happening throughout the hobby itself. No-code licences were being
introduced everywhere. Packet clusters had appeared producing a new breed of ham
whose interest was often limited to band/spot chasing. Traditional ragchewing was
being replaced by the quick-fire 599 type of QSO.
Looking back on this period, the Club was somewhat fortunate to survive. An
unfortunate incident, really unconnected with other happenings in the hobby, led to
considerable turmoil amongst the membership and the managing Committee. There
was a rash of resignations. For a time, it looked as if it would be impossible to form a
group of members who would be willing to pick up the pieces and see how we could
move on.
By good fortune, a number of fairly new and some senior members of the Club,
stepped forward at the right time and, despite considerable opposition from some
quarters, worked hard at getting FOC back on the rails and facing in the right direction.
So now, at 75 years, we find the Club once more active and established in a position
that should equip it for playing a proper role as our hobby develops throughout the
coming years.
Although FOC continues as an essentially “British” organisation, a range of support
activities such as the Newssheet, Focus, and the expanding database facilities have
been enthusiastically taken up by overseas members.
The Committee has become more dynamic by holding meetings over Skype and
involving members outside UK. The “traditional” somewhat tight requirements on
sponsoring have been relaxed so that we now welcome a broader range of people into
the Club – but always with the condition that they support the FOC objectives of
continuing support of excellence in CW operating.
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For many years, the annual
dinner at Lords Cricket
Ground in London was the
sole social event of the Club.
But increasing costs of the
dinner itself plus travel and
accommodation decreased
the number of members able
to attend. In its place, we
now have a range of social
gatherings in many parts of
the world that provide an
Lords, 1983: G3FXB, G8VG and G5ADE
opportunity for a large
proportion of our members to find a social point of contact at a supportable cost.
We have achieved some success in shedding the sometimes introverted image of FOC.
Non-members are encouraged in taking part in the Bill Windle QSO parties. The website
provides a window into the Club advertising those things that we stand for. The DX
Code of Conduct, constructed by Randy, W6SJ, has achieved wide acceptance and is
regularly reproduced – although not always with acknowledgement to its origin.
Above all, FOC is...
So, after 75 years, I think we can agree that FOC is in good health!

Reports of Special FOC-Suffix Stations
(Alphabetical order)

AO6FOC by Josep, EA6BF
I requested the special callsign AO6FOC to Telecom very late because I didn´t think I
could operate the event due to my job, but fortunately, I get a satisfactory response
from them, and thanks to the support letter from Roger, G3SXW, they assigned me the
special callsign from 10 to 31 May, so not bad at all!
I started on 10 May around midnight local time, and was surprised on how many
stations were calling me! Propagations were fantastic and could run pile-ups on 15, 17
and 20 metres almost every day during the event!
I had no schedule. So when I had some time to spend, I went to my shack and tried to
get some stations in the log.
Mostly, I operated in the mornings between 05-06z, then had to get ready to bring my
daughter to school, and after that, to work for the whole day.
I had some time again in the evenings so I was doing noise in the bands! Probably 15,
17 and 20 metres were the best bands here.
Run some +200 QSOs on 12m, and no more than 30 +/- on 10m in the first week of
operation. After that I noticed some bug in my rig. When I tried to tune it for 10 and 12
meters, it went crazy and had to leave it, so, not much activity there as I would had
expected.
6
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There were also very low activity on 80 and 160 metres, propagation seemed to be not
good, higher bands were the best! Solar cycle mark it!
All QSOs were uploaded to ClubLog and LoTW.
Band
160m
80m
40m

QSO’s
3
55
552

Band
30m
20m
17m

QSO’s
536
825
649

Band
15m
12m
10m

QSO’s
690
221
32

Total QSO’s: 3,562
w/o DUPE’s: 3,456
Unique calls: 2,613

161! Josep, EA6BF

DK75FOC by Gerd, DJ4KW; Baldur, DJ6SI and Gisela, DJ9GG
Special Call: Baldur DJ6SI is trustee of DKØFOC; he applied for the special call DK75FOC.
In addition Baldur had contacted the German Amateur Radio Club DARC requesting a
special DOK "FOC75" for DK75FOC only. DOK stands for 'district and chapter identifier'
within the DARC. DOK's are chased for the
DLD-award. Special DOK's are issued for
th
events like our 75 anniversary. Baldur
started operation with several QSO's, and
then DJ4KW took over for the whole month
of May. You can count CW-QSO's with
DK75FOC in May as Windle points for
DJ4KW except in the WPX contest on 25 and
26 May. Then two additional operators
(DK9HE and DL2SWW) had to join for
continuous 48 hours operation, do not
count them - unless DJ4KW was the WPX contest (l to r):DL2SWW, DJ4KW and
operator and sent 161 and/or added his DK9HE
own call.
Pile-ups created: DK75FOC created big pile-ups, sometimes even more callers than
DJ4KW had for V31YN or ZD8D, but much more disciplined - perhaps because there was
no pressure that the contact was urgently needed for DXCC - or because callers knew
what FOC is and they wanted to behave accordingly. Being permanently announced in
the DX-clusters, the unusual call caused no problems, in contrary made it more
attractive. Calling somebody in Search and Pounce style was no good idea, but it was
necessary on 50 MHz and higher frequencies. All together there were 2911 QSO's.
VHF and UHF operation: During the VHF UHF contest on 4th/5th May the long call was
a disadvantage and there were only 30 144 MHz-CW stations worked, mere two on 432
MHz (no skeds, unsolicited). CW is much easier to read on these bands than voice, but
with an extra figure and a three letter suffix it was hard to understand. “DK7H?” was
the most often received reply, then “DK75FO”. It could not be found in the contestants'
data bases. Stations could not verify what they received and did not know where to
point their antennas before they received the locator. 50 MHz was more rewarding
with 63 QSO's…
7
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YL and voice operation: Although we operated CW only, Baldur and Gerd agreed since
DARC granted the special DOK, no-code licensees should have a fair chance to collect
DOK FOC75. There is a weekly DOK-market, 40/80/160 SSB only. Since Gerd belongs to
the members that wash their hands after they have touched a microphone, and in this
DOK-market YL-operators are invited to operate on the fast track, DK9GG, XYL of
DJ4KW, took part in two weekly markets, 53 contacts on 80 and 33 on 160 m. No
operation on 40 m, net control informed that Baldur had represented FOC75 on 40 m.
Summary:
Band
160m
80m
40m
30m

QSO's
221
426
742
199

Band
20m
17m
15m
12m

QSO's
549
228
282
65

Band
10m
6m
2m
70cm

QSO's
103
63
30
2

Total: 2,911 QSO's
CW QSO’s: 2824
SSB QSO’s in DOK-Market nets: 87

161! Gerd, DK4KW

E51FOC by Tony, ZL1AGY
It was purely coincidental, but my XYL Mary and I had been planning a return visit to
Rarotonga for some months, and I had even decided to re-activate my E51AGY call
th
which I last used about 5 years ago. The FOC 75 anniversary couldn’t have been timed
better, as we had planned to be in E5 for most of May.
So, when I collected my licence from Katoa Banaba, the wonderfully helpful Telecom
Cook Islands “radio man”, I asked if it was possible to have another call as well. It
certainly was, and Katoa ushered me into the inner sanctum – into the “Radio Room”,
where he immediately typed up my E51FOC licence. I paid my $20, and headed off to
our house, at “Barlows’ on the Back Road, Matavera”, to erect antennas.
I had a 12m telescoping Spiderbeam pole, which I used to replicate my main antenna
back in ZL – an elevated 40 metre quarter wave vertical with 4 elevated quarter wave
radials, and coax fed. I also made a small vee beam aimed at North America. The apex
was only about 8m high –off one corner of the deck on the front of our house, and each
leg was only 25m long, and sloped down to about 2m above ground. This was fed with
open wire.
I ran my K3 barefoot at 90 W out, and used its’ internal ATU with great success. For the
open wire, I used an Elecraft BL2 balun, which did the job admirably.
I used my normal logging program, Logger 32, to log, and had originally planned to use
its’ CW machine, but found I didn’t enjoy that, so I reverted to using my bug for
sending, and using my other hand for logging on the laptop. I liked being able to
personalise QSOs from time to time, and endeavoured to wish FOC ops the Cook
Islands greeting of “Kia Orana” – may you live long. My ZL contesting partner, Les,
ZL2JU and his XYL stayed with us for the latter 10 days of our time in Raro, and from
time to time he operated my gear, using his call of E51JJU. Les and I enjoy contesting
with our contest call of ZL2J, playing with antennas and sampling his homebrew from
his lovely small farm near Levin in ZL.
8
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I had a ball on the bands, and finished up with 3350 QSOs from 87 countries, and I was
amazed at how different conditions were in E5 from back home in ZL. Here in ZL the
higher bands are pretty poor at best, but in Raro, 15m in particular was spectacular,
with signals simultaneously from USA, Europe and South America.
Some of the pile ups were a bit busy....
Mary and I were hosted to a wonderful dinner by Andy, E51AND and his XYL Kathy, and
there I was delighted to meet Bob, E51BQ and his lovely wife Ana, and Jim, E51JD.
Bruce, ZL1AAO was also there with his XYL Rachel, as they were ending a holiday, and
Bruce had been busy running SSB pile ups. So, much radio talk was had, and the XYLs
appeared to find plenty to chatter about as well.
Les and I were lucky enough to go for a sail on a tall ship, the “Picton Castle”, which is
currently doing supply runs around some of the outer Cook Islands. But that’s another
story.
E5 is a wonderful radio destination, and offers a marvellous holiday. The weather is
wonderful – winter and 28 – 30C, and the swimming is great, the local food is too good
to resist, and the people are friendly and relaxed. I must return...

EM75FOC by Stan, UU5JZ
Unfortunately, I was not QRV most of the time due my sons and daughters visit. They
came from United States and they were not here for over 10 years. We were driving
around, even to Eastern part of Ukraine where their 89 years old grandmother reside.
Rig was TS-590S at the start, then the assembled K3. It was easier to run the endless
crazy pileups on K3 using the 400Hz filter, DSP and APF.
The antenna was a Sky Hawk by Bencher for 10, 15 and 20 m. The internal tuner of K3
tuned the antenna on 12, 17 and 30 m. K3 is a great radio!
Summary:
Band
30m
20m

QSO’s
2
1186

Band
17m
15m

QSO’s
34
874

Band
12m
10m

QSO’s
5
114

Total QSOs: 2,312 (w/o dupes 2,215)
113 QSO’s with FOC Members.

EO75FOC by Toly, US9PA
Setup: TS-570SG, 100 W; 160, 80, 20m - double Bazooka's; 40-10m - multiband ladder
feeding dipole with S-Tuner; 6m - 3 el. LFA. With such set-up it was very difficult to bit
pile-ups to other "FOC" - DX Calls as their callers was so big amount with more power
and better antennas.
Summary:
Total QSO’s: 2,697
Unique callsigns: 2,039
DXCC’s: 86

FOC suffix calls: 35; QSO's: 65
10 bander QSO: SM6CNN (My congrats to Anders!)
9 bander QSO’s: UA6HZ, OK2PAY

Log for EO75FOC already uploaded into the LOTW.
161! Toly, US9PA
9
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GB75FOC by large group of operators from England
G4BYG, Vic: Just a short report to say how much I enjoyed my 6 days in early May
activating GB75FOC. A last minute change of plans forced me to operate from my
rather limited home location.
This entailed me hastily constructing an HF antenna for the 5 upper HF bands.
Scratching round the internet I came across a design for a set of nested dipoles called a
Cobweb. This basically a set of 5 dipoles bent into U shapes and supported horizontally
by a cross spreader.
See G3TXQ web site for info. A choke/transformer was used for impedance matching.
At about 45feet high this antenna worked extremely well for me and is highly
recommended for small lot users and for portable use.
An inverted L was erected for use on the LF bands. Equipment used was an Elecraft K3
into a single 3-500z linear amplifier. With a Schurr Profi paddle and a microHAM DIGI
KEYER II. Software was N1MMLogger in DXpedition mode.
ViewProp with DXAtlas and DXforME were used to show the most favourable bands in
real time.
Being the first user of GB75FOC I was always in demand and created pileups whenever I
came on the air. After all the recent complaints about DQRM I was really surprised that
the pileups were so orderly and I suffered little deliberate interference.
I decided to use simplex frequency working mainly due to the close proximity of many
other FOC special calls. Going split would have caused much confusion I think.
Had very few QSO's on 12 and 10m due to the poor propagation but certainly had lots
of fun on the other HF bands. 80 and 160 were very noisy and had a real struggle to
hear all those calling me, to whom I send my apologies.
In the 6 days I managed over 4500 QSO's. Many on 4 bands and some on 5 (breaking
through my 80m noise level). Some short chats with members and lots with award
participants who were having a ball seeking out the FOC special callsigns.
Thanks to Roger, G3SXW for organising such a fun and interesting celebration on the air
and to all the other FOC operators who's time and enthusiasm added to the success of
the Anniversary. My thanks also to Phil G3SWH for his sterling work in handling the
QSL's and log uploads.
GB75FOC made in total 13,603 QSO’s. Thanks for info G3SWH

GC4FOC/p by Nigel, G3TXF
th

Before the FOC 75 celebration operations got going in full in early May there were still
several gaps in the G*4FOC operating schedule. One gap was filled by the GH4FOC
(G3SXW and G3TXF) operation from Jersey and another gap was filled by G3TXF’s
GC4FOC/P operation from Holy Island (EU-124) off the coast of Wales.
No sailing boats are required to get to Holy Island. Holy Island has two bridges
connecting it to the much larger island of Anglesey and can therefore be easily accessed
by road. The journey to Holy Island was a seven hour drive from G3TXF’s home QTH
near London. A small cottage had been rented on the island specifically for the
GC4FOC/P operation.
10
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Fortunately the weather was excellent
upon arrival and several vertical antennas
were assembled easily in the bright early
evening sunshine. Separate 10m high fibreglass poles were used to support dipoles for
17m, 20m and 30m. Another 10m pole was
also used to make a 40m GP, with several
radials laid out in the field adjacent to the
house. The 40m GP was also pushed into
service on 15m. The bulk of the operating
was on the five bands from 40m to 15m.
During the second evening a low dipole was Vertical dipoles of GC4FOC/P (photo G3TXF)
hung out of the top floor window, which resulted in a few QSOs on 80m.
Summary:
Band
80m
40m

QSO’s
121
523

Band
30m
20m

QSO’s
784
1387

Band
17m
15m

QSO’s
1059
226

Total QSO’s: 4100

The location was good with a clear take-off towards the sea through 270º. There were
excellent views across the Irish Sea towards Dublin. Ferries could be seen coming and
going from the port of Holyhead which is on Holy Island.
Unfortunately the one blocked direction was North-West, i.e towards the USA. There is
a hill on Holy Island called Holy Mountain. Although it was only 220m high, this hill
made it difficult for GC4FOC/P to be heard in the USA. Congratulations to the few North
American members who did manage a contact with GC4FOC/P. However in all other
directions it was a great take-off and there was no difficulty in generating an almost
continuous pile-up with the strange Welsh prefix ( GC4) attached to the Club’s suffix
(FOC)!
th
While the FOC is celebrating its 75 anniversary, another well-known Amateur Radio
th
organisation (IOTA) is celebrating its 50 anniversary. Unlike the FOC which decided to
have just one month of intense activity (which has worked out much better than
anyone would have ever expected), IOTA is running a two-year long ‘Marathon’ during
th
the whole of 2012 and 2013. The IOTA 50 anniversary ‘Marathon’ provides challenges
both for island ‘chasers’ as well as for island ‘activators’.
G3TXF made 4,100 QSOs (all CW, of course) operating as GC4FOC/P from Holy Island
flying the flag for the FOC. However at the same time he was able to add a few points
to his ‘activator’ score for the IOTA Marathon. Activator points for the IOTA Marathon
are based on (a) the rarity of the island (Holy Island is quite rare) and (b) on the number
of QSOs made during the operation.
The small holiday cottage which had been rented for this short GC4FOC/P operation
was a typical ‘self-catering’ holiday home. G3TXF is not keen on self-catering!
Fortunately there was a restaurant about 200m along the road. All meals were taken
there. The only ‘self-catering’ involved was the making of tea and coffee to keep the
operator awake during the small hours.
11
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So after just over two days of almost continuous operating, it was time to take the
antennas down, pack up the station and drive home again. The great thing about using
pre-cut lightweight vertical dipoles supported by fibre-glass poles is that they are quick
to install and even quicker to pack-up after the operation.
The station used was a K3 and a small Tokyo High Power HL-550X amplifier.
The short 4,100 QSO operation from GC4FOC/P provided an opportunity not only to fly
the flag for the FOC (it was great to work so many members and non-members alike),
but at the same time to activate an island for the IOTA Marathon.

GH4FOC by Roger, G3SXW and Nigel, G3TXF
One day in late April Nigel spotted that all seven UK countries were to be activated for
FOC75 by Gx4FOC stations with the exception of GH Jersey. Within hours he had put
together a mini-DXpedition including flights, accommodation, stations, antennas –
everything. Of course, Nigel tends to go somewhere on mini- or mega-DXpeditions
almost every week so his system is well-oiled! Roger was along as the passenger and to
operate.
So, we flew with British Airways and stayed at Gorey on the East coast of the island. The
JAAC (Jersey Accommodation and Activity Centre) has hosted radio amateurs several
times before and are totally relaxed about our somewhat unusual activities. On the sea
side of the large building is an empty grassed area about 500 feet by 100 – just perfect
for antennas. In no time at all Nigel had laid out his four telescopic support poles which
carried vertical dipoles for 40, 30, 20, 17 and 15 metres, and later added a low 80m
dipole. We each set up our own
Elecraft stations, Nigel’s K3 and
Roger’s K2 plus a Tokyo Hi-Power
amplifier. We took meal breaks in
Gorey at some very pleasant
restaurants, including a get-together
one evening with some locals: Phil,
GJ4CBQ; Jan, MJ3JBQ;
Paul,
MJØPMA and Mathieu MJØASP.
As with all *FOC stations the pileGet-together with locals (l to r): MJ3BJQ, GJ4CBQ,
ups were huge and unrelenting, like
MJØPMA, MJØASP and G3SXW (photo G3TXF)
a full-blown DXpedition. The Club
was lucky, we thought, that during the month of May there were no big DXpedition
operations so DXers addicted to breaking pile-ups all joined in with FOC75 just for
entertainment, and maybe to work some unusual prefixes.
We finished with 3,720 QSOs in three days, with only one of us using the GH4FOC call at
a time. Nigel also made 1,100 QSOs as GJ3TXF. All were on CW, of course.
Summary:
Band
80m
40m
FOCUS75

QSO’s
142
984

Band
30m
20m

QSO’s
503
1051

Band
17m
15m

12

QSO’s
409
690

Total QSO’s: 3779
w/o DUPE's: 3633
Unique calls: 2647

GP4FOC by Dick, GU4CHY and Bob, GU4YOX
Living in an island with a semi-rare prefix means pile-ups are the norm but the size of
the pile-ups we experienced at GP4FOC were as large as they were unexpected,
DXpedition sized!
th
Our original plan was to operate GP4FOC on 9 May which is a bank holiday in GU.
However, Dick GU4CHY managed to get a few days off work at the last moment and
was able to get on the air for the three days prior to that.
Time on the radio was limited by normal day to day chores but with the size of the
pileups it soon became apparent that rag-chewing was out of the question!
Dick’s original goal was to reach 1,000 QSOs but it soon became clear that this was
going to be reached easily despite conditions being only average – particularly on the
higher bands, no QSOs were made by GU4CHY on 10 metres.
Equipment at GU4CHY was an FT1000MP Mk V feeding an Acom 1000 amplifier to a
SteppIR SmallIR with loading coils for 30 and 40. Paddle was an HCD Chevron made by
our own MØAGA and logging was SD in Expedition mode (thanks to EI5DI for a program
that is simple and efficient).
Bob was going to take over at lunch-time on May 9th so Dick decided to see if he could
get the QSO total to 1855, his FOC number. This was achieved with a few minutes to
spare, when he passed the baton to the QTH of GU4YOX. This seamless operation at
12.00 BST meant the airwaves were again full of GP4FOC this time by operator Bob,
GU4YOX. As Dick mentioned pileups were big and being so close to EU meant good
manners were required. Indeed, all pileups were very well behaved, even on 40 metres
where good rates were achieved. Bob managed to operate until 22.00 local time as he
had some domestics to carry out prior to work on Friday and managed to get 750
deserving QSO’s in the GP4FOC log. Highlights were excellent runs to the west coast
and KL7/Pacific and the 40m operation was also very buzzy. Additionally, many QSB UK
calls were worked – Great fun.
Kit at GU4YOX was an FT1000MP Mk V feeding VL1K linear into a SteppIR 3 element
beam with 30/40m option at 50 feet. Low band 80/160m antennas were out of action.
Wintest was used for logging.
Both our thanks too to Phil, G3SWH for looking after the QSL’ing, to Roger, G3SXW for
his encouragement (read: butt-kicking) and to the Committee as a whole for
introducing such a successful event.

GS4FOC by Terry, GM3WUX; Drew, GM3YOR and Rob, GM3YTS
GM3WUX, Terry: I took the last few days of the GX4FOC activity and presumed that
most of the demand may have been worked out before I got there. Well, how wrong
can you be!
I met the biggest pile-ups I've ever faced, listening up between +900 and +1200 Hz.
Whatever else happened, I didn't want us to be branded as yet another activity without
a huge spread, so "UP 1" seemed to be enough!
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I don't think conditions were anything special except for an excellent opening on 12m
on the Thursday evening when station from four continents were chasing me at once.
I was amazed at how many dupes I found in the log, I was in run mode all the time, so
wasn't using the software to check in real time.
What an excellent event - here's to the next one!?
GM3YTS, Rob: I was fortunate to be able to operate GS4FOC for several days and rack
up just over 4,000 QSOs. During this time I worked 94 countries in 31 CQ zones and
managed WAC.
The pile ups from the start were just amazing I felt as if I was on a DXpedition again. I
worked many members using their own calls and many who were using their special
FOC suffixed calls. It made everything very interesting and enjoyable.
Unfortunately I could not spend as much time using the call as I would have liked as
other domestic and family duties called.
When I did go on the air it did not take long to generate a big pile up. Mainly I operated
split 1 up to ensure I could work through the pile up and I always tried to ensure my
pile up was not on top of others as some days there were so many FOC pile ups on the
go!
I had QSOs from 160m to 6m and tried to work down the pile ups as best I could. I
worked several stations on many bands and imagine there will some big total scores
being submitted.
th
What tremendous success this 75 party was, it enlivened the bands and ensured that
FOC had truly first class publicity amongst our fellow hams.
A few have commented on how quiet the bands have been since the end of May. So
the formula is right and we must look forward to another festival of FOC in the future.
Thanks to all the gang involved in organizing a very interesting and successful FOC
celebration.

GT4FOC by Bob, MDØCCE; John, G3WGV and Don, G3XTT
GT4FOC was scheduled for 4 days in May from the QTH of Bob MDØCCE, one of FOC’s
newer members. At the CDXC Dinner, in March, Bob; John, G3WGV and myself G3XTT
were chatting and it was agreed that, to do justice to this rare one, it really needed
more than one operator. Bob kindly offered to host John and me so that the operating
could be shared between the three of us. An offer not to be refused, especially on my
part as GD would be a new one for me.
Bob has a great station so there wasn’t much prior preparation that John and I had to
do. Bob arrived back from a US trip just a couple of days before GT4FOC was due to
start and managed to do some last-minute antenna work as some of his antennas had
suffered storm damage while he and Ann had been away. GT4FOC was due to start on a
Monday (00:00 UTC) so, on the Saturday, I drove the 260 miles to John’s QTH and the
two of us had a very pleasant evening at his local pub. The weather forecast for Sunday
was good (it had rained heavily on the Saturday) which was hopeful, as we were due to
fly to the Isle of Man in John’s two-seater Sportcruiser, which is only certified for VFR
(Visual Flight Rules). So it was disappointing to wake up Sunday and find that visibility
was almost non-existent, with thick mist (Saturday’s rain evaporating off!).
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The forecast wasn’t too bad,
though, so, after a leisurely
breakfast we headed to Carlisle
airport in order to be ready to
go as soon as visibility lifted
sufficiently which it did (just!)
around midday, which meant
we were away only an hour or
so behind what we had
originally planned.
Bob meant us at Ronaldsway
airport (the Isle of Man’s only
airport – the next plane in was
Ready to leave from Isle of Man: pilot G3WGV and the
an Easy Jet commercial flight)
passenger G3XTT (photo G3XTT)
and we headed off for a late
lunch at the restaurant that has a great view of the Calf of Man – except that visibility
still wasn’t that great so the view was limited although the food was fine!
The rest of the day was spent relaxing, setting up Bob’s station for GT4FOC (using
John’s Starlog software) and generally socialising then, at 00:00z, we started up and it
th
was all systems go. The FOC 75 anniversary, as everyone knows by now, was proving a
huge draw and lots of people were in there as soon as we showed. The pile-ups
remained pretty large throughout our operation and propagation was pretty good, too.
Indeed, on the second day we were working Jas on the high bands right through, short
path until mid-afternoon switching to long-path through the evening. And the US was
workable for much of the night on 17m and then 20m. It was harder going on the low
bands, but those high bands (helped by Bob’s 4-element SteppIR and a great location)
were awesome (and the prefix has to be worth a couple of S points, too!).
Monday and Tuesday were a blur of operating, being royally fed and entertained by
Bob and Ann and generally enjoying the buzz of the pile-ups (just one station for
simplicity, so we pretty much operated shifts). Wednesday, the weather dawned
brighter and John and I were due to head back that evening, so we went QRT by midmorning and headed off to Laxey (the famous wheel) and to the top of Snaefell (the
highest peak on the island) where the views were great but the wind was so strong we
were quite unable to stand upright (no, it wasn’t the fine wine from the previous
evening!). Then John and I took the electric railway to Douglas where Bob met us and
ran us to the airport for the flight back to Carlisle. Bob returned home to add another
1000+ QSO’s during the final 24 hours of the operation.
All in all a great trip, with thanks to Bob and Ann for their great hospitality. I thoroughly
enjoyed the island, too – definitely somewhere I would want to revisit at some time in
the future. The numbers: 6,111 QSOs, all bands 160 through 6m.
Thanks, of course, to G3SWH for taking on the QSL chores for this and the other
Gx4FOC stations.
73! Don, G3XTT
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HZ1FOC by Harry, 7Z1HL
At first a big thanks to FOC for this opportunity of working a month long "contest" and
th
of course my congratulations for the 75 anniversary. Also big thanks to Mr. Osama
Eissa from our regulator, CITC, who supported me greatly and issued the special call
sign within short time.
When I received the special call sign HZ1FOC, I was rather excited about getting on air
with it and distribute a few points to CW friends for their FOC75 award. But when May
came along and I first showed up on the bands with HZ1FOC, I was literally blown out of
my chair by the unexpected and tremendous response. There was no way of a longer
chat or even a 10-minute QSO. The pile-ups were sometimes exceeding anything I have
experienced before in even big world-wide contests. Hence, there was no other mode
of operation but resorting to split up1 and keep them coming. However, I am not in the
least complaining here, don't misunderstand. I thoroughly enjoyed the pile-ups and
working all those hams and providing each and every one of them another point
towards this coveted FOC award.
Being asked for it, I will provide a few details of my station. My rig is actually very basic
and simple. The radio is a Flex Radio 3000, by the way the first one in Saudi Arabia.
Software for the Flex is PowerSDR, latest version, run on a quite new Dell 4-processor
PC. A good old and very trusty AL80B boosts the signal up to the allowed 200 watts into
an automatic matchbox MFJ 989. From there it goes either into my 5-band Hexbeam
(thanks to Mike Traffie) or a home brewed magnetic loop, mainly used on 40m. My CW
key is also an already aged model of Schurr Profi-2. I have to admit that I bought and
tried a variety of other keys with or without magnetic resistance. But I have the most
comfort with keying and make the fewest mistakes with the Profi-2. Occasionally I still
fiddle with gap or spring settings, but I guess that I end up with the same settings as
where I started off. The only peril here is the very fine dust that is basically everywhere
despite ACs and filters etc. My entire station, including PC, requires a serious cleaning
every half year whereas the Profi-2 contacts are cleaned about once a week (whenever
my error rate goes up, HI).
Back to HZ1FOC. I put in an effort for being as active as work, family and other
obligations allowed. After all, ham radio is still a hobby and as such has quite low
priority. Anyway, I managed to be active on 26 days throughout May and logged 7,253
QSOs. For the statistically minded, that's about 279 QSOs per day of activity. I don't
know whether that's at the top or the bottom of QSO counts of other FOC’ers, but it
does not matter. I managed to contact 115 DXCC’s, including the unconfirmed Z6.
Now I'm facing the stream of direct QSLs already coming in and waiting to be answered.
Gennady, UX5UO, is already busy printing the QSL cards. Sometimes Saudi Post has
rather nice stamps so that the stamps hopefully add to the value of a returned QSL
card. Many hams use the OQRS service that is luckily provided by ClubLog and that
makes QSLing quite an easy job.
Going back on air with my home call 7Z1HL was a bit like returning from vacation and
going back to work again.
Now I can't wait to be active again in the next FOC activity month, maybe FOC76,
FOC77, etc..
161 Harry, 7Z1HL/ HZ1FOC
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II7FOC by Sandro, I7ALE
It was a very nice and successful event. The bands were "alive" for one month with high
level CW.
I think that, with three of them: IIØ, ISØ, and II7FOC, Italy was the country (not the
DXCC entity) with more special FOC suffixes stations, after of course UK and USA. Pity
that II6FOC could not be obtained due to a misunderstanding in the way the application
was submitted.
Had to leave on 14 May, heading for a couple of days in Germany, the ConDin in
Amsterdam and a week in France to see my daughter and her family. I thought it would
be really disappointing that II7FOC should be QRT at only halfway in the month. So I
decided to bring with me my radio "grab bag" and try to air that call sign from as many
"entities" as possible.
It was really good fun. My signal was never too loud, but the pile-ups were quite
frequent. The antenna does not work the WARC bands, but with the tuner I managed
to use the 18 MHz well, not so the 10MHz, where I made only few QSO’s.
The picture shows the antenna, a
Hoxin HV6, 1,80m long, with base
loading and a jumper (to which I
always add wire radials for the bands
in use): in the Netherlands with
magnetic base on the car roof (always
with radials), while the rig was inside
the house
Ciao! Sandro, I7ALE

IIØFOC by Fabio, IKØIXI and Carlo, IKØYGJ
Also I have not had all the time I wanted, both for work and the hospitalization of my
mother-in-law lasted 15 days.
Wake up at 06:00 CET to catch the U.S. and Oceania on 20m, then QSY to Hospital.
Again on 15m just after noon, the QSY to Hospital again and back home at sunset, just
in time for 17, 20, 30m. After dinner again on 40 and 80m till midnight.
This "modus operandi" at IIØFOC for most of May, when I was free from work...
Noticeable QSOs: FK8DD/M by car from New Caledonia, XV4Y from Vietnam, T6T from
Afghanistan, VQ975FOC/MM, Jim on boat in the Indian Ocean, some U.S. QRP stations,
KH6MB and AH7C from Hawaii, RI1ANP from Antarctica on two bands. The openings to
to Japan after sunset on 17m were amazing. And then a lot of friends from all over the
world. All using my JRC JST-135 and Windom antenna, so "barefoot". A lot of fun
indeed.
A total of 6,433 QSO’s were made by both of us: Carlo, IKØYGJ and me.
161! Fabio, IKØIXI
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K2FOC by W2TB, WB2YQH, K2ZR, K2NV, K2RSK and VE3DZ
The North Coast CW Club is home to K2FOC. It is comprised of members residing in
Western NY and nearby Ontario, Canada: Mike, W2TB; Bob, WB2YQH; Dick, K2ZR; Tony,
K2NV; Peter, K2RSK and Yuri, VE3DZ. We drew up a schedule of one week slots and Yuri
ran VP9FOC in a separate operation. Our initial thoughts were this was going to draw
some attention but we did not expect anything spectacular since we didn’t have any
special prefix with a “75” in it. How wrong we were!
We all had pileups beyond anticipation. The end result was 4422 QSOs on all bands,
with 2919 non-member unique callsigns, 266 FOC callsigns and 42 FOC Special callsigns.
We worked 111 DXCC countries and the largest continent totals were Europe with 50%
followed by North America with 22.1%. There were many who chased us on several
bands and for different operators.
Here are the memories of this month as told by our group. W2TB led off the event and
recalls the most significant thing I remember is the enormous pileups before the bands
crapped out. The number of stations calling was incredible, then BOOM, no more
propagation to EU/NA and I was giving out 449 reports but receiving 579/599! It was
fun! Next we had Tony, K2NV who says what a blast! I couldn’t believe my ears when
the pileups began. I thought I was back at PJ2T or some rare DX spot. It was great to
meet so many FOC and non-FOC friends that I have made in my 58+ years of ham radio.
Alas, Tony got hit by Murphy as his Alpha 78 bit the dust in the last hours of his week.
Next Bob, WB2YQH took over. This was incredible. The first few days the pileups
continued to soar, with HSØAC breaking the EU pileup on 15 metres. It was so intense
it was time to use RIT to separate signals and take a few tailenders just to keep the
pace moving along. The comments from those calling were extremely complimentary
to our call and FOC in total. Like W2TB, I got hit with a loss of propagation due to the
flares and went from pileup to continuous CQing and listening to myself! Peter, K2RSK
put it this way on his leg of the schedule: To quote Frank Sinatra: “It’s a gas”. I am a
somewhat modest operator and what started out as good normal QSOs, quickly rolled
into 7-10 calls at a time. It was like a mini-DXpedition. The only thing better was when I
th
worked P5 with 100 watts! I was honoured to represent this organization during its 75
Anniversary celebration.
Last, but not least, Dick, K2ZR brought up the final week. Dick says he had a lot to
contend with—tough conditions, WPX Contest, grandkid parades, recitals, band
concerts, his sister’s illness, and the family dog becoming a SK. His best surprise was
getting an answer from VK1FOC/4. We’re ready for FOC 80!
161! Bob, WB2YQH

K6FOC by Tommy, W6IJ
th

My time for the 75 Anniversary, on the air activity as K6FOC was rather limited, due to
other commitments and family obligations. However, I managed to get quite a few
stations in the log. I am one of those dinosaurs who still has not embraced serious
record keeping or computer logging, (more from sloth and laziness than an aversion to
technology). My main focus was having a good time and that I did. Conditions, when I
could be active, were spotty at best, but I managed to get lots of FOC stations in my log.
This seemed a great opportunity to demonstrate how great a club FOC is and remains.
Thanks to all who called.
161! Tommy, W6IJ
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K7FOC by Alan, AC2K; Jim, KF7E and Bill, W7GKF
The tem made 1,974 contacts. The log was uploaded to LoTW.

KØFOC by Tom, WØZR
First let me say what fun it was operating during the month of May, 2013. As with most
of us, I had no idea that the anniversary event would muster up such enthusiasm.
Despite poor conditions, thunderstorms, an amplifier giving me fits, my N1MM
program crashing several times, and a shaky hand (Parkinson’s), I managed to log 1381
total QSO’s. I was the sole operator of KØFOC.
The log has been uploaded to LoTW and QSL cards are ready to go for Bureau and
Direct requests. I have already received a number of direct requests. I have attached a
picture of the card.
As others have pointed out I think that heavy activity in our two FOC QSO Parties each
year would be a great idea. I am sure we have rattled the bushes now for a greater
awareness of who we are.
161, Tom, WØZR

KM4FOC by Dennis,K2SX; Dick,K2UFT; Fred,K4LQ and Howie,N4AF
With a last minute effort, I managed to set up a club (SC FOC), obtain a club call and
st
obtain a vanity call of KM4FOC with the final license received on May 31 , just in time
for the Party but not with enough time to set up a full ROTA for the month. That meant
a lot of operating time for me with a rather minimalist station consisting of a K3, HL
1.5K amp (700 watts), delta loops for 20 and 15m and a doublet up 12 meters. Despite
that setup, the pileups were pretty constant once the horde found me, particularly if I
was spotted.
Conditions throughout the month were never real good but just tantalizing enough to
keep one’s hope up that the high bands would suddenly burst wide open. That hope
was fuelled by constant openings on 6 metres. But, alas, that opening never really
materialized. Perhaps the oddest, and most frustrating, thing about conditions was the
constant QSB. Signals were often just above the mud and I could only pick up one or
two letters at a time. How could it be that a five letter call could be repeated five times
and I still only copied the same two letters? Many thanks to those stations who
persisted and eventually managed to make their way into the log.
Interest in this event started high in EU but slow in the States. As the month went on,
though, the interest in North America began to build and continued for the entire
month. Even at the end, the pileups kept on coming. And interest seldom waned,
except on the low bands. QSOs on 160 and 80m were scarcer than hen’s teeth.
K2UFT contacted me early in the month, offering to do some days and picked up three
days for me. K4LQ volunteered to handle WPX since I expected to miss most of the
contest due to other obligations, i.e. my grandson’s high school graduation in Charlotte.
I did make it home earlier than expected and put in 10 hours as K2SX. N4AF also picked
up a day of operating so the end result was a blend of all four stations.
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The end result? Between all four operators, KM4FOC made 6,066 QSOs with a total of
122 DXCC counters and 31 zones. Of the total, 650 QSOs were made with FOC members
plus 118 QSOs (114 after dupes among the four stations) with FOC suffixed stations
plus 10 more with Gx4FOC stations. That comes out to a total of 7,908 points.
That may be the end of the month’s activity for KM4FOC but K2SX had a few other
operating stints. I had signed up for two days as W2FOC before the KM4FOC idea was
formed. I managed to make 608 QSOs in that mode.
While I was out of town most of the days that other people were handling KM4FOC, I
did manage to make some Qs during the WPX Contest with my mundane K2SX call plus
a few more at other times. In total, K2SX made 647 QSOs including 34 FOC members
plus 25 FOC suffixes for a total 815 points. Adding in the QSOs I made as KM4FOC and
W2FOC brought my total for the month to 5,290 QSOs including 708 members, 150 FOC
suffixes and 12 Gx4FOC for a total of 7,296 points.
Hopefully, that is enough to earn a Gold certificate for both K2SX and KM4FOC.
th
And so the 75 Anniversary Party goes into the books as an outstanding success and
positive event for both FOC and the operators involved. Thanks to the organizers and
th
the participants for such a wonderful event. Would that I could make the 100
Anniversary Party but even if I am still here, my CW will probably not be up to FOC
standards by then. Such is life…
73, Dennis, K2SX

LY75FOC by Willy, LY2PX
Tried to be slow first 16 days exchanging niceties, names and 73 with callers but then
gave it up. Never did split assuming we are not that exceptional.
Was a great fun and the best way to recover a true spirit of ham radio on bands.
Therefore paper QSL’s only.
Thanks, Roger, for the great idea and realization.
Some numbers: 10,852 QSO’s; 278 different members; 114 DXCC countries
161! Willy LY2PX

N4FOC by John, AK4Z; Bill, K4LTA and Mark, W4CK
What a fun month! Thanks to Bill, K4LTA, for doing the "heavy lifting" on the bands!
All QSOs have been uploaded into LoTW.
Total QSOs: 3,460
161, Mark, W4CK

N8FOC by AD8P, K8MFO, K8ZH, W8AV and W8PBO

th

W8AV, Goose: I can’t speak for others, but operating N8FOC for the 75 anniversary
celebration of the FOC was incredibly fun for me! Although conditions at the beginning
of the month were marginal at best, I still put almost 1000 QSO’s in the log on 3, 5 and
15 May. I tried to concentrate on the WARC bands during the first part of the month to
maximize QSO’s with members and others that would need N8FOC on those bands
leaving the other bands for other members that would activate the call to use.
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My last day of operating N8FOC was 31 May. Don, K8MFO had been on the two days
prior to this and mentioned that 20 metres between 0100 and 0500 UTC was incredible
to Europe so I decided to follow suit and spend the “night shift” in the USA on that
band. Propagation was very good and the pileups were tremendous! During the
daylight hours in the USA I spent the majority of the time on 15, 17 and 12 metres.
Fifteen was amazing to JA during the last several hours of the operating event. I have
not seen a JA pileup like that for many years. It took a lot of asking for fills to get the
call of the station I was calling to make sure I had the call correctly logged. Thanks to
the politeness of the JA operators who stood to allow me to do this. At the end of the
day I had personally logged 2,000 QSO’s during my four days of operating.
Thanks to The Committee and to all the other ops (K4LT, AD8P, K8MFO, K8ZH, N8DCJ,
and W8PBO) who helped activate N8FOC during May. It was a whole lot of fun and I
th
look forward to the 80 anniversary to possibly do this again! 161, Goose, W8AV
K8MFO, Don: When I opened up as N8FOC at 0001Z on 1 May, I had no idea what to
expect. There was moderate activity through the first two days of the month, but band
conditions were not really up to par, with 18 MHZ perhaps the most consistent. At the
end of my 2 days I had 1,030 QSOs in the log. I then spent the next 4 weeks operating
with my own call, mostly chasing the special FOC prefixes. By my count there were 67
stations on the air, and I managed QSOs with 65 of them, missing only VK1FOC/2 and
GC4FOC/P. Nigel’s fine operation took place while Goose and I were at Dayton with
many other FOC members. That too was a great time. We had perhaps 50 to 60
members stop by our flea market spots, and a good number for the Sunday breakfast.
When my second turn at N8FOC (29 and 30 May) came up, I had no idea whether there
would be any demand at all for QSOs. Well, as Goose pointed out, the crowd was
hungry for contacts and I was able to make an additional 2074 contacts in those two
days. The pileups on 30, 20, 17, and 15m were non-stop, and there was even some
action into Europe on 12 and 10 metres. What fun this was! There were times when the
pileups were as intense as those I’ve experienced from DX locations.
th
The 75 Anniversary celebration was a great idea, with high activity on the bands, and I
think a very positive way to demonstrate what FOC is all about. I’ve heard nothing but
positive comments from both members and non-members. On 1 June I could not
believe how empty the bands seemed! Thanks to all who made this event possible.
I had a ball! 161! Don, K8MFO.
W8PBO,Art: I must say the four days I used N8FOC have been some of the most
rewarding and fun times on the air. The pile-ups were bigger that I have experienced in
years. People thanked me for being on the air. How often have you had JA stations
answer you and EU stations at the same time of day? I would like to thank everyone
who had anything to do with the event. 161! Art, W8PBO
K8ZH, Mark: It was a lot of fun not only to have some operating time, but to hear the
amount of activity for the FOC 75th Anniversary. Lots of positive PR for the club and a
lot of interest from non-members obviously. Many thanks to Don and Goose for their
work in making it all work for N8FOC. I hope we can have another event like this in the
future. I think this one exceeded expectations.
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AD8P, Bill: What a good time this was. Congratulations to the organizers for putting it
all together as well. While I was unable to commit as much time to the operation as I
would have liked and Mother Nature decided to do her thing as well, it was still one of
the most enjoyable times I have ever had on the radio.
My station was struck by lightning a few weeks ago and getting it back together has
taken quite a while. I was allowed to use the call N8FOC 4 days during the month which
considering my work schedule that was just about right for me. However the first
couple of days were spent running barefoot with a strange rig, and all four days were
without the benefit of being able to turn my antennas off Africa. The last two days I was
able to run full power and the Orion which did generate good runs, however I was
never able to generate the runs to JA that Don and Goose spoke about since the rotor
control box was still under repair.
Many thanks to Goose for allowing me to use the call and to Don for organizing who
used it and when.

OK7FOC by Slavek, OK1TN
th

I enjoyed the transmitting on ham bands in May on the occasion of 75 anniversary of
the FOC. I made 4,518 QSO’s and 765 QSO’s in the WPX contest on all bands 160-6
metres. Excellent action.
The QSL cards are ready on the desk and all QSO’s are uploaded to LoTW.
161! Slavek, OK1TN

OZ75FOC by Steen, OZ8SW
OZ1LO asked me if I was interested in airing OZ75FOc, and I certainly was.
I had a visit of my daughter in May. She lives in Launceston, Tasmania, and she brought
her two sons with her - a six months old boy( I had never seen him before) and the
other two and half years old son. When I visited in Launceston he was 9 months old.
The older grandson made some QRM, so I was more or less restricted to be QRV, when
he was asleep, or out of the house. That energy I should like to have myself.
I ended up with a bit above 3,000 QSO, and had pile-ups as I never had before - very
amusing.
The QSL shows the old harbour in Copenhagen. I offer a beer there to every FOC
member who had QSO´s with OZ75FOC on at least two different bands.
161! Steen, OZ8SW

PA75FOC by Bob, PA5V
I made 3,370 QSO's during FOC75. It was fun
most of the time during the PA75FOC
operation, small pile ups now and then, and lots
of activity. I did not work much on 21 and not at
all on 24 and 28 MHz. Most QSO's were made
on my favourite band: 7 MHz.
161! Bob, PA5V
FOCUS75
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S575FOC by Jelka, S57NW and Gabor, S57WJ
I came to idea to get a special callsign as the FOC75 euphoria started at the beginning
of the year. It is not allowed in Slovenia to an individual to have a second callsign so the
callsign had to be requested by our radio club. That is what we did and got the S575FOC
callsign.
I visited my mother in Serbia at the end of April and
in first three days of May; therefore Jelka, S57NW
had the honour to make the first QSO’s as
S575FOC. I could not let out the start of show
without being present on the first day of activity.
Kare, YU7AE and I were QRV from a picnic with
PRC320 running 30W to a 2.4 metre long whip
antenna. I managed to work GB75FOC and ISØFOC
on 20m as YU/S57WJ. I also heard 7Q7FOC on 10m
but it was not possible to break the pile up. The
operating position from S575FOC was completely
different. We got huge pile ups as we were spotted
on DX cluster.
Jelka and I tried to greet every FOC member by
his/her name and introducing our self since we did
YU/S57WJ picnic style on 1 May
not have any special schedule of operation. In
absence of pile up we made regular QSO’s, we gave our names to every station in
moderate pile ups but when the crowd grew there was no other option than 599/5NN
also operating in SPLIT mode. We were expecting the loss of interest of callers as the
activity going to end but it was not so. The pile ups got bigger and bigger and lasted till
the end of activity.
The JA pile ups reminded Jelka to her 3E1DX experience in 1997. Obviously we need a
special callsign to work JA because there are very few who answers our CQ using our
personal callsigns. The path to Asia is blocked by two hills and working JA stations in
such great numbers was the biggest surprise and pleasant experience.
DQRM is a problem nowadays. I experienced it few times but Jelka seemed to be a
bigger magnet to those lunatics. We did not attract only DQRM’ers but rare or semirare DX’s. Jelka was called by TT8/UU3JZ on 20m while I was surprised by call of VP8NO,
KH2L and 5N7M on 30m. In one word: S575FOC was quite strong light in the dark to
attract all kind of night butterflies and moths.
Lot of members and non-members chased us on different bands. The lucky and
persistent ones worked us on all eight bands (80-10m). There was only one QSO on 6m.
It went back to greyness on 1 June: no pile ups and endless CQ’s without answer.
Summary:
Band
80m
40m
30m

QSO's
616
1234
1253

Band
20m
17m
15m

QSO's
2321
1351
1118

Band
12m
10m
6m

QSO's
265
66
1
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Total: 8225 QSO's
w/o DUPE's: 7685
Unique callsigns: 4906
DXCC's: 109
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SM75FOC by Rune, SM5COP and Tord, SM3EVR
The number of callers were enormous and I worked almost entirely split up 1 - 2 kHz.
This made it possible for the callers to hear whom I replied to.
Lots of callers were "very excited" which I could hear through the QSK when they called
while I was transmitting. I tried to keep the rhytm consistent to help the pile-up to
know when to transmit. To me, a personal touch in a QSO is enjoyable. Although this
activity did not "allow" for a long exchange.
I did give my name frequently which rendered a name in return which I liked. I did log
on my computer but used the paddle for keying. After having been on for a couple of
hours I did regret that I had not connected my radio for computer control but after
some rest I was ready for another stint. As others have mentioned it could sometimes
be rather tricky to figure out the correct call from stations who struggled to send their
own call correctly but with some patience it usually went well.
Summary:
Worked bands 1.8 MHz to 28 MHz. Total number of QSOs: 2,530
The following times and bands were operated by Tord, SM3EVR:
29 May, 7 MHz UTC 20.21 - 21.19 (All that day on 7 MHz)
30 May, 21 MHz UTC 19.39 - 20.36
31 May, 7 MHz UTC 21.11 - 22.15 (All that day on 7 MHz)
31 May, 1.8 MHz UTC 22.31 - 22.54 (All that day on 1.8 MHz)
All other times were worked by Rune, SM5COP.
QSLs via the bureau or direct to SM5COP.
Thanks to all who participated!
73! Rune, SM5COP

SW5FOC by Mort, SV5/G2JL
The total issue of SW5FOC took but two hours, including a taxi-ride to another town to
pay the fee and bring back the receipt. The service was magnificent and only half a tree
and half a bottle of ink was used filling-in forms...
Mostly, I enjoyed near-ESP QSOs with other peasant-stations, and the few slick and
well-mannered non-members I met. Nearly all members' behaviour was flawless,
though a few idle ones gave me 5NN where, clearly 129 would have been more
appropriate. My Icom IC-7000 performed well, even if I didn't, and with a 46-metre 10
metre high OCF doublet and a Spider-Beam I worked 38 countries in four continents.
112 member-QSO’s, 48 non-members, 50 Windle points and five Augies.
QAC de Mort, SV5/G2JL.

V3FOC by Joe, V31JP
Wow! I was only hopeful for an active celebration, but I was totally surprised and very
pleased of course. I had a few objectives going into the month. Have my amplifier up
and running. I had an earlier failure, but disconnecting the additional capacitors
switched in for 160 metres cured that problem. I will have to fix that in time.
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I wished to improve my antennas here in Hopkins Village. I was able to install the HF2V
vertical next to my tin roof and use the roof for my ground plane. And it worked very
well. Just for grins, I used my Vectronics HFT-1500 and was able to use it on bands
other then 80 and 40 metres where it works quite well. Yes, it tunes up on 30 through
10 metres, but I still used the G5RV on 20 metres. Because of condition, QRN on 80
metres 10 just not opening up, I worked 40 through 12 metres. 20 metres was 57 QSOs,
followed by 15 metres with 56 and 17 metres with 43. 17 metres was a pleasant
surprise as I would see a spot at midnight here, check and sure enough activity. Having
to go to bed did not allow much time.
I did spend a little time in the WPX, but when a customer comes for service, etc., it does
not make for a good flow of QSOs and that happened at times while running pile ups.
Since the loss of the house in Sittee, I have, at best, operated with only 100 watts and
marginal antennas. With the purchase of V31MD’s station equipment, I now run 500 to
700 Watts. I improved the G5RV a little and the addition of the HF2V; I am being heard
as evident by the skimmer reports and resulting pile ups. Being the antennas are
omnidirectional (radiating equally poor in all directions), it leaves a little to be desired
in handling QRM, QRN and the number of callers, though worse was the evidence, I am
rusty at handling the pile ups! I should have more often, brought up SD to run the pile
ups, but I discovered I have an RFI problem with my keyer, so there went an advantage.
I am still working on the bus bar and grounding straps. So, most all my QSOs were hand
keyed with my MagPad & Winkeyer USB and/or one of my bugs without splitting but a
few times. Splitting was for the callers to hear me better.
As May is the end of our dry season, we do get a few storms coming in and that did
cause me to QRT early some evenings. Those storms, also, raise the QRN levels here on
all bands, depending on where the storms are at. As early as April, I, and others,
noticed some rapid QSB at times. It would take out only a letter, or two. Frustrating at
times as it seemed to repeat at the same spot in a call and sometimes up to three times
and more! And, the callers that do not breath, err, pause seems to be more prevalent
these days. Some think this is partly the result of computer code readers that cannot
copy their own calls in the pile up after they get to the DX spot frequency. Maybe, but it
did not appear to be any worse than it was five years ago.
The popularity did not appear to wane towards the end one bit. Unlike a contest, it
allowed a sustained effort by the chasers, but not a gruelling one. I believe we
presented something akin to chasing DXCC, but just for a month and all could achieve a
reward at one level or higher, a nice certificate. I saw a couple of the gold certificates
already displayed on Facebook. I agree that the one of made it special, also. Maybe this
will boost our FOC BW QSO Parties. I think in five years, maybe another like effort will
be due. Also, some sort of achievement award for participants in the BW QP, but not
like contest winners of a class, but some sort of WAFOC for non-members with set
levels. Maybe even with running totals to span from one to the next.
Publicity was handled successfully with this event and I believe we can repeat that. I
would worry about the award administration work load.
Most times, I was taking a break from work and might see a member on the RBN. I
would check to see if the band was open, work them and then get asked to QSY up 1 or
2. I ended up with 572 QSOs, 665 FOC75 points with 134 members and 59 DXCC
entities. My Windle points were boosted to 203/167 at the end.
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VA3FOC by Pista, VE3USP
First, I would like to thank VE3BHZ to let me use his call sign, thanks Dave; it sure did
create some confusion, but it was fun...
Also, the organizers for the marvellous idea of celebrating the event on air! This has
given me the chance to sense the tremendous interest non-members exhibited towards
FOC; it was great and was a well deserved success of the Club!
A few notes and stats: In my case, work still gets in the way of fun and so I was only
able to work about half the time. I also helped my son to replace the roof on his house;
this work amounts to 'elder-abuse' as it is a VERY hard labour. It did not help on the
paddles either, sorry if it was obvious...
I had never experienced being 'on the other side' of the pile-up. I often had to operate
split, like a real DX.
Non-members observed us sending '161' and got on doing the same. I felt ill at ease as I
did not want to offend members by NOT replying with the same, nor did I want to
encourage the use of it by non-members. (my logger does not have a plug-in for FOC
members and during a short QSO I did not know who was or was not a member).
The rig is: ORION, 3el beam or OCF trap dipole for WARC bands (own design)
Stats: 773 QSO, 9 bands, 66 DXCC countries, 43 stations with 'FOC' suffix, 4 of the 7
special '75FOC' stations and at least 121 FOC-members, (probably more once check
each call sign against the list).
Not sure whom I should send my log and in what format. A good few stations had
multiple operators and as a new member I would appreciate some guidance on who
should claim scores, windles, etc. in this case: the owner of the call or the operator.
One last question: 76 is a nice number too; could we please do it next year as well...?
Thank You! 73! Pista, VE3USP

VK1FOC by VK2BJ; VK4OQ; VK4TT; VK6AA and VK8AV
VK1FOC has made approx. 2,000 QSOs during the
month of May - around 50% as VK1FOC/6, the
rest shared between VK6FOC/2, /4 and /8.
Unfortunately, not everybody of our 'Aussie
branch' could participate in the event, which left
us with 4 operators: Barry, VK2BJ; Keith, VK4TT;
John, VK4OQ (8 May only); Alan, VK8AV and
Bernd, VK6AA.
With our locations spanning from one end to the
other end of the country (see attached map), the
continental focus of each individual activity was as diverse as the Australian landscape:
From VK1FOC/6 in North-western Australia, to the VK1FOC/2 and /4 on the East Coast
with VK1FOC/8 right in the Red Centre.
All four of us had a lot fun. While some were enjoying contest style pile-ups with 5nn
exchanges, others preferred chats, everybody to his liking.
After the event, we decided to keep VK1FOC as our club call, representing FOC in the
Great Southern Land. 161! Bernd, VK6AA/VK2IA
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VQ975FOC by Jim, VQ9JC
th

I knew going into May that the 75 anniversary celebration would be a success, but I
didn’t expect that it would be the blowout it turned out to be!
Overall, I was able to get 3,406 contacts into the log with 3308 unique band-calls in 108
DXCC countries and 332 band-countries (excuse me, “entities”.) Contacts were made
with at least 103 different FOC members as well as 36 of the FOC-call stations.
What I didn’t see coming was the microprocessor in my FT-857D going out on me
before mid-month. At first, I thought that was the end of my operating, but I
remembered that I had an Icom IC-760 stored in my locker that I had been able to
recover from the Diego Garcia ham club when it was closed by the Navy last year.
I normally carry my entire station in a backpack to operate from the island since
contacts made from my ship don’t count toward DXCC or WPX awards. There was no
way I was going to start packing the 760 to carry it back and forth each evening, but
using that rig was my only alternative to stay on the air. I really didn’t think there would
be much interest shown in working me if I signed “/MM” because of the reduce award
value. But I figured I’d take the appended call out for a test drive and was amazed that
the interest level didn’t seem to wane whatsoever.
By the way, my 8-character callsign has 34 dits and dahs; add 9 more to that for the
/MM for a total of 43. Beat that! I used a Vizkey sideswiper for most of the operation,
and simply sending my call so many times was a work out in itself! I received numerous
remarks about the length of my call, including one query from an HK1 (good DX from
here) who asked if I was a pirate!
At one point, a capacitive effect between my hand and the cootie caused the rig to go
into a key-down condition, and no amount of grounding solved it. After fighting with
that for a while, I resorted to using a retired ship’s RTF hand key for few hours.
Unfortunately, that brought back a solid case of glass arm in a short time; if you’ve
never experienced it, you don’t want to. That forced me to deal with the keying issue,
but it cost another day or so of head scratching. I finally got it worked out by using a
sheet of plywood of all things as a desktop base!
One amusing moment occurred yesterday. I’d left the RX on a 10m while I was working
in the shop – CW is always great background music! –and A52SV popped on frequency
and called CQ. Certainly A5 is not as rare as it once was, but it’s still an A5, so I gave him
a quick call and got him on the first try. Suddenly a horde of EU stations came out of
nowhere and started calling me. I chuckled at the thought that here was an otherwise
much more valuable DX station, the A5, and the callers were trying to rope me in for
them to work instead. It was the A5’s frequency plus I was still at work, so obviously I
didn’t bite, and in fact the A5 called CQ several more times, but left after getting no
answers.
Also, W1MO called me yesterday on 12m. A few minutes later, I took a break from my
pile up and stumbled across W4FOC working his own pileup several kHz above me. I
called a few times and was surprised to him come back to me, but I was even more
surprised when it turned out to be W1MO behind the wheel!
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Operating from the ship was also an education. I’ve made hundreds of LEO satellite
contacts from the ship, but had not done anything on HF. I knew the ship would have
an effect on the performance of my dipoles, but I did not expect as much interaction as
I got. The dipoles I cut for use on the island were far too short to resonate on board a
40,000-ton steel structure, and I had to cut new dipoles to use. (In fact, I was cutting a
new 30m dipole at midnight last night in a successful attempt to chase down S575FOC.)
At least now, I’ve got antennas ready for use for future shipboard operating.
The event clearly provided sensational interest, and will no doubt add a great deal
more shine to FOC’s star. Hearty thanks to those who developed the idea and to
everyone who participated!
161! Jim, VQ9JC/ND9M

W1FOC by Gary, W1EBM and Bruce, K1AJ
I am retired, and Bruce is still in the workforce. So Bruce, the owner of W1FOC, asked
me to operate W1FOC as much as he would like, for the FOC75 Anniversary.
Not all of the QSO’s were “bot-ta-bing bot-ta-bang” as in a contest (“5NN 73”). We
actually had some nice ragchews with old friends, and may have angered some stations
waiting in the queue. Chatting with Anatoly, 4L1MA was nice, as always. Getting caught
up with Jean, 5T1FOC also; and Joe, V3FOC on three bands with his new antenna was
good fun.
Special congratulations to Lionel G5LP, Joe W1JR, & John, W8FJ for working W1FOC on
8 bands and to Anders, SM6CNN for 7 bands.
Band
160m
80m
40m

QSO’s
16
41
157

Band
30m
20m
17m

QSO’s
281
246
701

Band
15m
12m
10m

QSO’s
360
372
95

Total: 2,269 QSO's

Maybe the Club will get some special spiritual aid, since we worked IØGOD on 4 bands.
80m & 160m had very few QSO’s. It was a rare event for a station to respond to our
nightly CQ FOC75 calls. Nonetheless, on 80m we worked 7 countries in Europe and had
34 USA/VE QSO’s (several were QRP).
With the LP antenna, DX was quite easy on 30m and 40m and in addition we worked
ZL's and VK’s on both bands, to spread the FOC message globally and domestically.
We made the 20m QSO count intentionally low, because there was a lot of activity on
that band from numerous *FOC stations and heavy QRM from the stations calling them.
But we did work some rare ones on 20m, including A35, 4K6, & UK8.
So, we focused on 17m, 15m, and 12m and the chart shows the big QSO count. These
bands became quite lively in the “wee hours” between 02-06z, and I was active on one
or all of them, every night during the month. I was also on the air during the daytime,
for the normal propagation window: 13-17z.
In the first several nights of FOC75, it was sheer delight to hear how the CQ FOC75 calls
could wake up a “dead band” and transform into a “white noise” pile-up. (Thanks to
Bob, W3YY for the metaphor).
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I was logging 1 QSO per minute, working 2, 3, and even 4 hours straight without a
break, and realized that this was becoming “work” and not “fun.” So, I defined an onthe-air rule for myself: to operate an intense one hour period to be “contest-like” and
followed by a rest period…..and then back for another one hour, etc. This protocol kept
the mental exhaustion under control, and minimized the pain and shaking symptoms of
the Parkinson’s-like disease I’m living with.
I’d get into operation every night around 0200z when all three of the bands (12, 15,
17m) were very quiet or dead. Starting out with the Log Periodic to Europe, I would
send CQ FOC75 on that night’s selected band. And in just a few minutes most nights,
some stations began calling us. After about 30 minutes, the number of stations calling
became quite overwhelming for me. So “dead” went to “alive” and then to “thrive” and
finally to, “can I survive?” So I switched quickly but carefully to a "split" operation. This
instantly improved the copy for me and for the calling stations, and enabled me to
make many rapid-fire contacts throughout Europe, and across North America (off the
back of the beam). After the first several days, I learned how the 3 bands behaved at
these unusual hours, when to direct the beam for VK/ZL stations, and over the Pole, for
JA and Asiatic Russian stations. (Final Tally: 22 VK/ZL's; 43 JA's; 12 UAØ’s)
The frequency “split” allowed me to pull-in some very weak QRP & other signals from
the massive pile-ups. And the Log Periodic antenna extended the time that the bands
would stay open for me, so QSO's were made typically until 0500z, and some nights
until 0600z. The chart above shows that 64% of W1FOC’s QSO’s were on 17m/15m/
12m. On 31 May, much of that day’s focus was on 10m and we made some operators
quite happy, because they could add 10m to their band map.
Some of the rare DX highlights (most were on 17m) are QSO’s with: BY8, EX8, FK8, HSØ,
J28, UN, VU2, & 4K8.
Some FOC stations didn’t operate “split” (per the reports I’ve seen…for various
reasons). I often split – because it was necessary for me to copy. Operating simplex in
the huge pile-ups made it impossible to copy the calling stations thru the very heavy
QRM, and vice-versa. Bob, W3YY, said that the pile-ups at W3FOC were “white noise.”
Yes indeed; the same at W1FOC. And somewhere I saw a report from one of our
members that FOC stations weren’t “exceptional enough,” to warrant a split operation.
Do I have that comment correct? Our W1FOC station’s location, etc. wasn’t
“exceptional” but the QRM sure was “exceptional” with so many stations that wanted a
QSO. So we used the Split.
Thank You to everyone who called and/or worked W1FOC. Sorry we couldn't work
every station that called, because of the pile-ups, or because of some of the other stuff
mentioned above, or just to get some sleep.
th
The 75 Anniversary celebration took a lot of people doing a lot of good things for all of
us. Thank You to the FOC members who conceived the Celebration; who launched and
marketed it; who managed its operation during May; and who are handling the logging,
awards, the special Focus edition; and the QSL’s. Great fun and it was an honour for
me to participate. I hope to be on the key again for the FOC80 celebration!
Until then, CU on the bands & 161! Gary, W1EBM
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W2FOC by large group of operators
Although I am the W2FOC trustee, my schedule did not permit a single QSO! The group
of 14 operators W5ZR, N3RS, K2LE, K2SX, W1RM, N9RV, W1FJ, K2QMF, N2NT, K1JD,
W1JR, W8FJ, W2VT and W4PM! (listed in chronological order) made over 13,000 QSO’s
during May.
I decided to award a plaque to the operator with the highest 24-hour score (most
contacts in a GMT day.) The winner is W1RM, my congratulations to Pete.
My thanks to all who helped fly the FOC flag during May!
My only contribution was to fill the roster. Again, thanks to all who participated.
Allen, N2KW
W4PM, Puck: I had W2FOC/4 for 30 and 31 May. I had hoped to be on more but about
1600z each day a local buzzing noise came on and made copy on any band above 40
metres impossible. I need to find that noise! I apologize to N2KW for a rather slim
effort. Night times were better on 20 meters and mornings on 15 metres. 40m had its
good moments but in spite of QRN. 80 had major QRN although SM6CNN somehow got
through it! I could not believe the interest in this activity from EU and JA. A couple of
guys asked me to QSY which I did. The one 17 m QSO was a result of that. CQ's on that
band went unanswered or noise covered up any possible answer!
One comment received from DL5YL: "Thank you for a fine event."
73! Puck, W4PM

W3FOC by W3MC, W3EF, W3YY, KF3B, N3AM and KR3E
W3FOC was on the air on each of the
31 days of the month operated by a
few big guns and a little pistol (me).
Operators were W3MC (5 days),
W3EF (2 days), W3YY (10 days), KF3B
(1 day), N3AM (7 days) and KR3E (6
days). 20m and 15m seemed to be
the “money” bands, though QSO’s
were made on all, 160-10 m. Even
with poor conditions my little 100 W
View towards the Atlantic Ocean from KR3E's
into a screwdriver on my apartment
balcony (photo KR3E)
balcony generated small pileups, even
in the final days. The operators with the skyhooks and amplifiers, of course, had all the
callers they could handle.
We logged 4,346 contacts overall with 112 DXCC entities. N3AM was our leader with
over 1,500. W3YY was close behind with 1,234.
All operators are unanimous about how much fun we had. It was a blast!
161, Ed, KR3E
FOCUS75
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W3YY, Bob: Many times I generated “white noise” pileups. I haven’t heard anything like
this even in my contesting days. This is like being on a DXpedition. Only when I
operated from Sao Tome- S9 did I hear anything that surpassed this.
W3MC, Mike: I operated W3FOC the first few days of the month and was surprised at
how big the pileups were. It felt like operating CQ WW DX from a big gun station. About
10% of my contacts were with members, including two Augies and one Mort, SW5FOC.

W5FOC by the most numerous group of operators among *FOC stations
W5FOC was operated by 18 different operators during the month of May, 2013, to
th
celebrate the FOC's 75 anniversary. We used FOC members residing in the USA's 5th
call district as operators. The operators, in order of appearance, were: N3BB, W5SG,
K5XK, KZ5D, AC5K, NA5G, K5FP, W5ZR, NO5W, KR5V, KT5X, N5AW, N5KD, K1JD, K6ZB,
K5NA, K5AX, and N5XZ.
The different bands had the following QSO summary:
Band QSO's Band QSO's Band QSO's
160m
17 20m
2571 10m
351
80m
73 17m
1507 6m
157
40m
718 15m
2151 Total: 7972 QSO’s
30m
256 12m
171 DXCC's: 142
The month of May was a roller coaster ride of conditions. Some operators had great
conditions to work with while others had poor conditions. Everyone did the best they
could and I think everyone had fun.
I want to say "thank you" to the terrific team of operators who kept W5FOC on the air
every day for the entire month.
161, Richard, K5NA

W6FOC by Rick, N6XI

th

Bob, W6CYX is trustee for the W6FOC club call which he activated during the 75
Anniversary on-the-air celebration from his QTH in San Jose, CA. After a few weeks he
decided to share the excitement and offered me the use of the call. It was a very busy
time for me, with family obligations and a previously-committed WPX foray as WF6C,
but I agreed to put W6FOC on the air subject to time available. I'm afraid that was not a
lot of time, but I did manage about 500 contacts from my city and mountain QTH’s ...
and it did not take much time! The activity level was astonishing, with pileups as large
as I have encountered at DX locations. They were easily the largest pileups I have heard
from inside the US. The ham radio world, FOC-members and non-members alike, really
got excited about our “May Madness”. So it was a lot of fun and I only wish I had had
th
more time for it. I wonder what the 150 will be like?!
Summary:
• Saratoga, CA on 23-29 May: 191 QSO’s
• Truckee, CA on 30-31 May: 341 QSO’s
73! Rick, N6XI
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W9FOC by W9RGB, WA9AQN, K9FN, K9WA, N9SW and N9RD
W9RGB, Vic: When G3SXW started announcing
th
plans for the 75 anniversary celebration, he
spurred me to check on US FOC calls. Much to
my surprise I found that the W9FOC license had
expired in 2009, so I started the process of
claiming it.
It appeared to me that establishing a club of
FOC members in the US ninth call area district
was the best way to acquire W9FOC. So with
the help of an ARRL outline I composed one and
sent it to FOC members in the ninth district.
WA9AQN was very helpful in reviewing it from
a legal standpoint and it was accepted by the
ARRL club VEC.
By the end of January the Ninth District FOC
club had a license, but the call sign was Vic, W9RGB fixing a broken rotor loop
KC9YEO. That laid the groundwork for that appeared during his W9FOC
submitting a vanity call sign application to the operation (photo W9RGB)
FCC for W9FOC and that request was granted in late February, too late for the
Marathon, but in time for the March FOC QSO party, K9FN operated as W9FOC in the
QSO party and he was amused to be called Jim several times. We later learned about
K9WA’s previous ownership of W9FOC and how that information was still reflected in
logger support files. I think N4TY has now updated those files.
I started May as W9FOC and had five days of moderate activity. Little did the others on
the roster realize how popular FOC calls would become as the month wore on.
WA9AQN took the second slot, then K9FN, K9WA, N9SW and N9RD. By the time the
month ended the W9FOC crew had made 3,230 QSOs. When the logs were uploaded
to LOTW, 78 DXCC credits were acquired. These are the operator dates and totals:
W9RGB, May 1-5, 127 QSO’s
WA9AQN, May 6-12, 1042 QSO’s
K9FN, May13-21, 400 QSO’s

K9WA, May 22-24, 105 QSO’s
N9SW, May 25-26, 423 QSO’s
N9RD, May 27-31, 1133 QSO’s

One last word about QSL’s. K9FN designed the W9FOC card and customizes it for each
operator. So the card shown here is just the basic art work to which the specific
operator’s data is added. When sending cards, I include a short note about FOC and its
th
75 anniversary celebration.
Here are comments from the rest of W9FOC crew:
WA9AQN, John: There is only one word that I can use to describe my reaction to the
th
opening of the month-long FOC 75 Anniversary “Birthday Party on the Air.” That word
is, “Stunned.” It began on the evening of April 30, 2013, when the clock turned over to
0001Z with the arrival of May 1 on the UTC menu. Wherever there was spotted a
callsign that had the suffix “FOC” there was a huge pileup of callers.
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And, it seemed to me that some of the pileups had at least 10 times as many calls flying
through the ether as there were members of the club. What was going through these
peoples’ minds? Had GB75FOC been given status as a new DXCC entity without my
knowing?
In the first two days of The Party, without losing any sleep, I had accumulated 170
points, equal to three Golds, one Bronze, and a few spare points. (Or maybe I should
have applied for one Gold and three Silvers...) So, I thought, it’ll all settle down
because it’s too easy to work all these “FOC” suffixes for 5-pointers, and the 10-point
guys are going full guns, so by the time it is my turn to use the “W9FOC” callsign next
week, everyone will have had their fill, qualified for their certificates, and the bands will
be back to normal (whatever that is). “Poor Vic,” I thought, “He’ll just love this.”
That was the wrong conclusion. I have operated special event stations before, and I
have operated from some nice DX locations, albeit “vacation style.” I am a “casual”
contester and enjoy a variety of events on the air. But the din that arose in the
headphones after a couple of CQs, using the W9FOC call and seeing it spotted on the
RBN, was unique. The challenge was on.
Having spent nearly 20 years of my active vacation life in scuba diving adventures, my
mind-set was fixed by the old divers’ adage, “Plan your dive and dive your plan.” The
adage is meant to put a scuba diver into the mind-set of not being distracted from a
plan, because to do so can literally present a life or death situation. My plan was to be
friendly, like a special event station, and exchange names with each operator I
contacted, to not rely on the pre-programmed messages in the memories of the keyer,
and try to give “honest” signal reports. And so it went, five days of great fun, a
tremendous shot to the ego, and a humbling as well as sobering realization that the
massive positive reaction we were getting was unlike what most other special event
stations experience; FOC represents something, and the amateur community was
reflecting that back to us (well, the Morse-capable portion of it was).
Then I had another idea. I cranked back the speed (actually I moved the weights all the
way to the end of the pendulum of the Olympic bug) and dialled into the American slow
speed CW section on 40 meters, about 7.115 and operated there for a while. The rate
plummeted, but rate wasn’t what I was after. I got to take some time with newer
operators, and those who aren’t comfortable with the higher speed runners 100 kHz.
(oops!) lower in the band. It was fun, and I hope that the stations I contacted by doing
that enjoyed picking up the points and maybe otherwise ventured into the fray
somewhere else on the bands to get a certificate or two. From some of the callsigns,
there might have been a few who saw the spots on the RBN and moved up to the
thinner air to catch W9FOC in a less competitive portion of the spectrum, too.
To the organizers of “The Party,” those who took the time to publicize it through
national organizations and other amateur media, those who took the time and effort
(and expense) to acquire special FOC and anniversary callsigns, and to those who are
funding and filling out the inevitable QSL deluge, a very special “thank you” is due; a pat
on the back to all; and a pint or two of your favourite real ale; a glass of wine; a good
single malt; even a wee dram of ouzo...
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I wonder what it will be like for the FOC members who are around for our Centennial?
Will they have as much fun as we did?
K9FN, Dave: Like most members, I did not really know what to expect during the month
of May. I was excited about the prospect of using the W9FOC call for part of the month,
and hoped that I would not embarrass myself, the W9FOC call holder, or the club.
I made many more contacts than I thought my modest station and non-contest style of
operating would be able to make, and enjoyed myself every day. It was really special
when stations asked about FOC, or when they congratulated the club on the
anniversary, and when a few said they thought it was a great event and hoped we
would do it on a regular basis... most suggested every 5 years.
The biggest surprise came when a CQ from my station with a 30 Flag Pole vertical in
Indiana, generated a pileup of Europeans and JAs at the same time. Sadly, CONDX for a
fair amount of the month were poor, with low signal strength, high QRN and nasty
QSB. I also enjoyed some very fine rag chews, including two or three with a ham who
was nominated for membership during the month.
K9WA, Jim: I thoroughly enjoyed the experience! My time during the middle of a week
allowed for those non-members who may not be as experienced CW ops as others to
join in the fun. It was no problem to slow down for anyone who needed it. They really
seemed to enjoy it.
I received more than a few comments on what a nice event we were hosting and also
what good CW operators the FOCers are. This made my operating time very enjoyable
if nothing else. I was also proud to hear the other "FOC" stations doing a great job of
handling the pileups with very good CW skills.
I'm counting on being around for possibly a "FOC80" which should be just as
interesting! My hat is off to the committee for the FOC75 experience. I was glad to be
a part of the W9FOC family that took part in FOC75.
N9RD, Jürgen: I thought that no one would need W9FOC by the last 5 days of May. Boy
was I wrong - even with poor conditions the pileups were tremendous. I could tell
instantly when someone spotted me on the DX Cluster.
There were short openings when signals peaked and I was able to work DM2DX/QRP
(5W) then I recognized Gennady, UX5UO who prints my QSL, one of the toughest one
was Gary, ZL2IFB, just in the noise but readable and after a few tries he was in the log.
The hardest part was to know who the OP was behind each FOC call. I had my name in
the keyer so that I could send it every so often while catching up on the computer. (I
am not a typing wiz.) Sure hope that most leave their FOC calls in the drawer for the
next Marathon or it could be a big mess.
While away from my home station I also made a few QSO’s while W9FOC/M. I also
operated a little on 80, 40, 30, and 160 but got only a few calls and felt like it was a
waste of time so I went back to higher frequencies to keep up a good QSO rate. I
also picked off a few more exotic stations in the hope that we could make
100 Countries during May for DXCC.
In all I had a great week while shooting for 1,000 QSO’s but in the heat of the pileup I
could not stop at that. Then right near the end I got a call from Jim VQ975FOC/MM
which made my day and I thought that it was a good time to call it quits with 1,133
QSO’s and only two hours to go.
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WA1FOC by Bernie, K1SA
th

It was great fun operating WA1FOC for the 75 anniversary celebration. As others have
noted, interest seemed to pick up rather than to diminish as the month progressed,
perhaps as word spread about the event.
I was surprised, as were others, at the popularity of the FOC suffix calls. Never having
been on a DXpedition, I recall similar popularity of the AD1 prefix in 1976 when the US
was celebrating its bicentennial, and users of the K1 prefix were allowed to use the AD1
prefix during the year. The pileups were fierce at times for FOC 75, and for the first time
in my ham career, I was even at one time blessed with a pileup constable admonishing
callers not to call out of turn. The interesting difference between operation as
AD1VMQ, my call at that time, and operating today, was the phenomenon of what
happens when your call hits the dx cluster. The pileup goes from deep to twenty layers
thick in less than the time for two QSOs. I tried to avoid going split because of the chaos
so many special calls could potentially create on crowded bands. I found that sending
the station’s call, RST, and then the station’s call a second time when giving a report
seemed to keep things going smoothly without going split, once people got used to the
rhythm. I would confirm the call a third time after acknowledging the report. (Ok, I’ll
confess…I listened up 250 Hz when things got really crazy. Those that listened knew
where to call.) Despite my hopes that this multiple confirmation of call signs would
eliminate duplicate contacts, however, there were many that contacted me multiple
times on a given band. I think the record goes to a DM2 station, with five QSO’s on
20m! If the piles became especially heavy, I would tend to listen up 200 Hz, and it was
easy to tell the operators who were listening and not just transmitting. As an
addendum to the split situation, there were
two times that I was running stations for a
considerable amount of time, when a USA
station below me went split, throwing his
pileup on top of my pileup. That was not
fun!
One thrill was to finally contact John,
EI7BA. I am using a spider boom quad at
10m height that is based on his suggested
designs that he has published online, based
on titbits that he has compiled from others
over the years as well as his own
experiences. Low band antennas are
dipoles. The rest of the station consists of
The spider boom Quad (photo K1SA)
an Orion II (thanks to W8PBO) and a 1960’s
NCL-2000 amp rescued from a barn 30 years ago. The cows obviously had used it
before my tenure.
I ended up being the sole operator for the Maine FOC special call.
73! Bernie, K1SA
Summary:
Band
160m
80m

QSO's
3
10

Band
40m
30m

QSO's
96
102

Band
20m
17m

QSO's
826
655
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Band
15m
12m

QSO's
1259
244

Band
QSO's
10m
13
Total: 3208
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ZB2FOC by Derek, ZB2CW
Having read about the forthcoming May celebrations for 75 years of FOC, I decided to
apply for a special call from Gibraltar and join in the fun. I initially asked for ZB75FOC
but, Joe Torres at the Gibraltar Regulatory Authority thought there might be a few
problems. After a few chats and Joe reading the FOCUS magazine and learning
something about FOC from the call book, proving my membership and the aims of the
club he gave me ZB2FOC for the month of May as I pointed out it would be easier to
send with fewer dots and dashes.
The next objective was to decide
where to operate from. My QTH in
the Upper Town with loads of
traffic and noise or the peace and
tranquillity of the Gibraltar
Amateur Radio Society club house
on Coaling Island (which used to be
used by steam ships to take on coal
but it is not actually an island) and
which put me 20 meters from the
sea and a 10 minute walk from
home.
I was using my old trusted TS850 to
The antennas at GARS (photo ZB2CW)
a 20 metre dipole or a long wire on
20 through to 10 meters. When operating on 18 MHz or above, I had to turn off our 4
watt beacon on 28.170 for peace and quiet. I made several attempts to get up early and
catch sunrise for the benefit of West Coast States and beyond but sadly mainly Russians
and Italians would not heed my pleas for DX only and on several occasions I turned the
rig off and went back home. On the whole though, I enjoyed the whole experience as I
had never as a single operator been on the receiving end of pile ups and many times
found it easier to work split frequency. I met a lot of old friends and made some new
ones but tried to slow things down a little by giving more information than the usual
599.
During the Month of May operating as ZB2FOC I made 1015 QSO's in total but for the
last three days of May I could have used ZB2CW, ZB2FOC or ZB54CW as Gibraltar
became the 54th member of UEFA (football).
161! Derek, ZB2CW

4X75FOC by Daniel, 4X1FC; Ami, 4X4DK and Mark, 4Z4KX
4X1FC: My professional radio careers imprinted me with the idea that a contact, on the
radio waves, must be, from one side, reduced to the minimum possible characters, but
on the other side, it must be clear and complete enough not to stir up uncertainty and
more traffic to follow. Probably as a result of these: - I do not like long call signs or
special events call sign; I do not like contests.
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I do not like “Pile-ups”, better to be named “Pile-Oops!”; I do not like a 599 QSO and I
do not like the resulting, off the air tasks, of calculating score, filling QSL cards,
adjusting or cooking the paper log, that I use (No PC Log on line yet or ever), or the side
events during operation, like cleaning a spilled coffee or beer, leaning to pick up the
fallen pen, putting order in the serial numbers of pages, and QSO number, or correcting
hand writing mistakes or marking duplicates. I still remember, with shame, my first
Marathon, back in 1981, when I had no idea what a “Radio Contest” is?! And entered
the activity just as a commitment to the club. Only at the end of the contest, I
understood that I was a unique and requested multiplier of those years….
With a more updated and educated view, on nowadays Ham Radio, it appears that all
my above dislikes are the real core of ham radio, and of the majority herd on the air.
Furthermore I would say that it promote improvements in technical and legislation
fields. These, but it is also the ground for the birth of very ugly, annoying and disgusting
behaviours. Some not so common, during part of the previous century, or not known at
all.
However, from time to time as matter of commitment or fraternity – it is well known
that after the French revolution the West took the liberty, the East the equality and
ham radio the fraternity – Thus I find myself participating in such activities. For last May
activity, Samuel Johnson quoted for “A man should keep his friendships in constant
repair” became ambivalent. The first value can be explained in that, that a contact
should promote knowing each other or a plain language friendly chat. The opposite
view, will tell, that if you are not participating or cooperating with quickies you
minimize and create deficiency for the chances of “...Constant repairs” to preserve
friendship.
st
th
On last May, from the 1 to the 10 it was my turn to put on the air 4X75FOC, even
overcoming all my natural barriers, after the first CQ, it became very obvious that it will
be a rough job, especially with so many kW amplifiers used by the stations from the
first HF skip. It seems that last year’s squadrons of helicopters were inseminating by
parachutes, hundreds of kW amplifiers over some countries. There were times that my
receiver was blocked by a wall of stations with same maximum power. After some
reflections and considering my health limitation, I decided not to go for a maximum
number of QSO but to make a daily rate as per openings, and maximum FOC members
(More than 200 at the end of May). As, in my view, Ham radio must bring some
amusement, I found that with a practice to my memory, even a pile up may be a
pleasure.
These were my emotional reactions when I heard some callsigns in 4X75FOC pile ups
when I was operating:
• Good morning! You give 599 automatic on marginal conditions?! See your skill on the
PC log, how about 438?!
• Gotcha! You are the “Split Police” sending ‘Idiots’ and LID?! Let see how about CQ
QSX DWN 3.4 kHz. Come and find me…
• It is you again? With 10kW sending ‘/QRP’! You will wait with 10 kW to the end of the
opening…
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• Hello! Hello! It is you from the last DXpedition four days calling only NA here
something for you: CQ DE ….NO EU ONLY NORTH NAMIBIA
• What a music! It is you with the Bug that cannot stop on 5 dots? OK let‘s find who you
are XH? XS? XHI?
• Aha! You are the QSL manager for that rare DX that I sent you money and donations
three times, all routes, and still no reply? Now you wait keep calling…
• OHO! OHO! You are the blue nose with “Only direct” or “only E-QSL” at the QRZ.com?
Nice take a 599 but see how you get a card from me?
…and so on continuous amusement and a refresh to memory.
4Z4KX: I was very surprised about the big pile-ups on our 4X75FOC call sign. I operated
only with TS-870 and wire antennas and had big pile ups. Our club celebrations did a
good promotion for the FOC club and soon we will see a long waiting to start to be a
FOC member.
QSO’s made by 4X4DK and 4Z4KX were uploaded to LoTW.
Summary: 5,292 QSO’s; 106 DXCC’s

5B75FOC by Bob, 5B4AGN
The FOC 75 celebrations really have been a lot of fun. Comments received on air and
via various reflectors suggest our activities have been very well received by the CW
community at large. The committee are to be congratulated for their inspired choice of
th
75 anniversary initiative. All members who engaged these celebrations are also to be
congratulated for the excellent light in which they showed both themselves and FOC.
I operated 5B75FOC for a little over 100 hours during the month. As a consequence the
domestic task list for June is a long one. Most activity was pile-up style with little time
for more than a short exchange of pleasantries between members and friends. My rag
chewing during the month was conducted as 5B4AGN; having judged that efforts to
keep demand at bay while engaging 5B75FOC in a 30 minute rag chew would be
unlikely to well serve our reputations.
Operating was split 50/50 between use of my home made PIC-a-STAR transceiver and
use of my newly acquired Elecraft KX3. In both cases, I made use of an amplifier
providing 300 W output. Both rigs performed exceptionally well with each having a
similar feel and I believe similar radiated signal quality. Both employ raised cosine
shaping of the keying envelope, so are substantially click free. The big difference
between the two radios is size. My 160 – 10m SSB/CW homemade STAR at 31 x 10 x
40cm deep is light weight but hardly portable. The KX3 on the other hand is a 160-6m
multi-mode transceiver, 10 x 8.5 x 4cm deep, weighing less than a kilogram and can be
carried in my coat pocket. I feel a trip coming on.
5B75FOC made a total of 12,834 QSOs netting exactly 12,000 after dupes. The band by
band summary is as detailed in the table below. Low band activity was limited due to
high levels of QRN and low signal levels. Propagation on 10 & 6m was patchy at best
and mostly E layer.
Band
80m
40m
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QSO’s
126
450

Band
30m
20m

QSO’s
1307
2200

Band
17m
15m

QSO’s
2200
2500
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Band
12m
10m

QSO’s
1900
1201

Band
QSO’s
6m
116
Total 12000 QSO’s

Overall 5B75FOC had a 6.5% duplicate contact rate. In the first half of the month I tried
various strategies to avoid dupe contacts. I did this in an attempt to facilitate contact
with the greatest number of callers possible. None of my strategies proved very
effective, so I reverted to working all dupes during the latter part of the month.
I suppose those of us who have relied upon computer logging for many years tend to
forget how things were in the days of paper logs. The human memory is for most of us
a less than perfect dupe record. I also suspect some operators are just happy to work
anything that looks like it might be fun to work; it mattering not they worked the same
station on the same band a day or in some cases only an hour earlier. I noticed a small
number of what I would describe as aggressive dupers. Again one can only guess at
motivation. I suspect these folks might be interested to learn in just how big a pile they
can prevail. All fascinating stuff.
I found code styles fascinating too. In particular those using hand keying but for whom
control over element length and spacing has long been lost, if ever gained and those
with precision el-bug rendered elements, randomly spaced. Some such callers, blissfully
unaware of their sending problems, would send a call once; unfortunately it would not
be their call as would become apparent when I sent it back to them. Others seemingly
aware of their limitation would attempt to make up for it by making multiple attempts
to send their call. Guessing which if any was their own was probably the most fun I had.
You can imagine the scenario (call signs are fictitious to protect the guilty): F1ABC calls
using an el-bug he had at one time mastered but since then he has learnt to split
characters and generally screw up his spacing. Instead of sending F1ABC he sends
F1WSC then F1WVR and finally FJKBC. I respond with F1WSC, as I keyed that into the
log as soon as he sent it and what came later hardly amounted to a reliable correction.
One of two things would happen at this point. Either the QSO concluded with a busted
call in my log or F1ABC would embark upon a prolonged serial attempt at correction,
which may or may not have ended up with his call in my log. A memory keyer might
make a useful investment for these folks but only if care is taken in its programming.
I recall receiving a complaint from an Italian station after my February trip to V6. His
complaint was that he had definitely worked me on 5 different bands but having
checked LoTW it was clear he wasn’t in my log for any of his ‘definite’ contacts. His call
was in the IK5B series. It turned out he had rather carelessly programmed his memory
keyer to send IK56** instead of IK5B**. IK56** was in my log and LoTW on the 5 bands
his ‘definite’ contacts were made. I amended my log to reflect his real call and his state
of happiness was duly restored.
My thanks again to all concerned and involved during the month. Great fun which I am
convinced did FOC a power of good.
73! Bob, 5B4AGN

7Q7FOC by Joe, 7Q7BP
Unfortunately I had planned a trip to Dayton some months ago, so I was only able to air
7Q7FOC for a total of 13 days, which was from the 1 to the 10 May inclusive, and the 29
to 31 May inclusive.
The equipment in use was the Kenwood TS-480HX transceiver. Antennas included a 5
bander spider beam up 45 feet, an R8 vertical on a 20 foot pole, an 80 metre dipole
running NE/SW, and a multi-band dipole running E/W. The ATU was an MFJ-993B.
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Band conditions on HF, 20 metres through 10 metres, were good throughout, but the
path to the USA was very poor at times. 10 metres was open most days from 0900 to
1600 local time. LF band conditions, 30 metres through 160 metres, were virtually zero
during the whole month.
I found that my pile-ups were absolutely massive, far greater than some DXpeditions
even, but it was all good fun.
I had set myself a target of 5,000 QSO's, and actually exceeded that figure, and the final
count was 5,261 QSO's.
It was a very great pleasure and privilege to have been able to contribute to the club in
what turned out to be a major on-the-air activity way beyond all expectations.
Best 161! Joe

VX2X, XM3X by Alan, VE3HX
As some of you may know I applied for, and was assigned, the special calls VX2X and
th
XM3X for use during the month of May to help celebrate the 75 anniversary of FOC.
The VX and XM prefixes are reserved to commemorate anniversaries which are
multiples of 25 years so these prefixes are relatively rare. I worked a little over 200
stations and will make up some special QSL cards to send out.
The last time I used a prefix
with XM in it was in the
early 1960's when I was
working at the Dominion
Observatory and we were
assigned the calls XMH254
and XMH255 for our radios
which were used while we
carried out geophysical
surveys in northern Canada.
We used Spilsbury and
Tindall AM radios with a pair
of 12 volt 6146s (6883s) in
Alan, VE3HX as XM3X during the FOC75 activity
the finals. The units were modified to work on a 24 volt battery so that we could use
the same type of battery as was being used in our bush aircraft.
I modified each transmitter so that I could use it, if necessary, for CW by inserting a jack
in the cathode lead. That modification came in handy in the Winter of 1961 when we
were finishing up a survey of the New Quebec Meteor Crater in the Ungava Peninsula
and we wanted to fly back southwest to Port Harrison on the east coast of Hudson Bay.
However, we had been "socked in" for a couple of days due to a snow storm. The pilots
wanted to know what the weather was like at Port Harrison. We couldn't get through
to the Department of Transport station at Port Harrison on AM but I did finally get
through on CW! One has to wonder why CW is no longer a requirement for professional
(e.g. Coast Guard) radio operators and Amateurs in Canada and the USA, for example?
161! Alan, VE3HX
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FOC 75th Anniversary Awards
By Bob Bagwell, G4HZV
What started off as a fairly informal discussion of the FOC Management reflector, along
the lines of “Better do something to commemorate 75 years since the Club was
founded” exploded into what can only be described as a CW phenomenon. Nobody
anticipated the enthusiastic following by non-members. (Art and I certainly didn’t when
we volunteered to handle the awards’ programme!)
FOC members could submit just their scores alone, but non-members were expected to
send a log file. Log file formats included Lionel, G5LP’s Excel spreadsheet, which was
downloaded from the FOC website, plus homespun spreadsheets, ADIF, Cabrillo, text
files and some digital photographs of paper logs. The foc.75years Google account
proved invaluable, as Google Docs will open and display most things.
As of 15 July 2013, 1583 award applications had been received: 1533 Gold, 33 Silver
and 17 Bronze. A few logs still arrive every day! My grateful and considerable thanks to
Art, KZ5D, for designing, producing and distributing the award certificates.
Members’ scores:
Call
5B75FOC, op. 5B4AGN
LY75FOC, op. LY2PX
S575FOC op.'s S57NW, S57WJ
HZ1FOC, op. 7Z1HL
W5FOC (all operators)
ISØFOC, op. ISØAFM
GM3WUX (GS4FOC)
KM4FOC (all operators)
VP9FOC, op. VE3DZ
7Q7FOC, op. 7Q7BP
K2SX (solo)
K2NV
PA75FOC, op. PA5V
E51FOC, op. ZL2AGY
WA1FOC, op. K1SA
SM6CNN
KH6FOC, op. KH6LC
W1FOC
5T1FOC, op. 5TØJL
MDØCCE
G4BWP - A65BD
9A8W
NA5G
N4FOC (all operators)
G4BUE

Pts
35031
31467
22292
21372
20090
18447
17420
17144
15761
15548
11592
9855
9760
9602
9306
7296
6588
6372
6205
5170
4877
4215
3790
3460
3164

Call
VE6FOC, op. VE6BF
VA3FOC, op. VE3USP
OK1WF
W1RM
G3PJT (MØRSE)
EI7BA
V3FOC, op. V31JP
K2SG
K4JJW
F6HKA
G3IAF
DJ2BW
G3LZQ
OK1RR
SM5CCE
GW3KGV
OK1CF
K6AR
TF3DC
VE3LYC
G3LHJ
DL8PG
GW3KDB
NØAV
K8MFO

Pts
3046
2149
1974
1750
1735
1715
1640
1619
1604
1300
1291
1274
1235
1152
1100
1098
1049
954
952
927
910
867
866
817
810

Continued on page 42…
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…continued from page 41
Call
VE1DX
DF4BV
K2QMF
N5KD
W4VQ
G3WPH
N5AW
EA8CN
K5AQ
EI6FR
AC5K
SM6DHU
K9WA
G3RWF
LZ75FOC, op. LZ1AF
AD8P
K5TF
N2ATB
PAØINA
WA9AQN
PA5TT
G3JUL
SW5FOC, op.G2JL
K2UFT
AC2K
N3AM
PAØDIN
G4XRV
G4HZV
G3SXW
PAØVDV
KØMZN
G3KOJ
XM3X op.VE3HX
G4BUO
AO6FOC, op. EA6BF
G3NCN
DL3AZ

Pts
s803
794
787
783
765
746
677
657
653
640
628
559
558
556
551
548
543
517
505
484
483
474
461
459
444
436
434
429
425
400
390
375
374
366
365
364
359
349

Call
PAØLOU
HB9QO
VK2AYD
IK6BAK
K4XU
KR3E
GI4CFQ
K6ZB
K1GUP
G3JJZ
G3JKB
K6KII
G3PDH
IKØIXI
AI2Q
GM4SID
VX2X, op. VE2AEJ
OH2EA
K7UOT
W4ZYT
HSØAC
SMØBDS
W2VT
K6NA
VK8AV
S57WJ
DL8LBK
W1HL
W4PM
G8VG
W4IR
WD4LZC
N6XI
K5ALU
G5CL
DK4LX
K2ZR

Pts
340
324
305
305
303
300
300
280
269
262
257
255
255
250
233
230
225
217
211
209
201
175
172
167
155
147
144
142
141
141
130
117
112
94
89
55
50

The list is in order of score, but includes a combination of individual entries and special
FOC75 callsign entries, some of which were multi-operator from various locations. The
award was never planned as a competitive event, but congratulations go to Bob
5B4AGN, operating as 5B75FOC, who was consistently very active on the bands during
May, plus the other very active members who were snapping at his heels.
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Non-member’s Soapbox
AF6WU ─Thanks for hosting the FOC 75 event! As a new CW op, I've really enjoyed
playing, and I appreciate the contacts to several new entities in my CW logbook. DD7NT
─Had a lot of fun with all the FOC stations. It was a nice Morse-training. Tried to get the
stations operating in simplex mode with a minimum of calls. The OM’s had a good
operation practice. Thank you very much. DK7LX ─It was great fun indeed to work all
the stations as well as to follow that well organized and conducted activity. DK9PS ─It
was a pleasure to observe the great activities on the bands. DL3CX ─ Thanks for a very
nice activity, so many fun to operate. DL8TG ─Hello and thanks for great activity during
the May. When I started my hobby in 1966 a small number of FOC members were
heard. Now the activity showed the growth of FOC. Well done! EA7EGU ─I want to send
my sincere congratulations on the anniversary and the fantastic activity conducted by
members of the FOC. It's been a really fun month of radio. Thank you very much to all.
FG8NY ─Thank you for FOC operators FOC for taking the time to copy me in the middle
of the big pile up! GØOTT ─Really enjoyed chasing the calls, some big pile ups so very
pleased your 75 years was appreciated and supported by so many. G3MZV ─Thanks for
organizing enjoyable activity in the CW segment. G3OKA ─Great fun, pity conditions so
bad the last couple of days. G3PLE ─I cannot say how much I have enjoyed the FOC 75
event. It coincided with my wife watching hours of Wagner operas on TV and I cannot
stand them! G3UCQ ─The FOC activity livened up the bands for May and it was great to
work so many stations. G3YJQ─Thanks for a great event, but still not over. I think there
needed to have a Diamond or even a Platinum award, but I still enjoyed it. G3YOU
─Have really enjoyed making contacts with FOC stations. Has given me an opportunity
to improve my operating skills. G4OTV ─ Thank you for putting on all the 75FOC
stations. They are an absolute pleasure to work. G4POF ─I have enjoyed working all the
75FOC stations this month, so thanks to all the operators. I was pleased to work so
many, especially as it has revived memories of my old friend in Salisbury Bert G2FIX, SK
who often spoke of his activities as an FOC member. G4ZOY ─ It's been a pleasure and
an inspiration to work the stations, sometimes under what appeared to be very
marginal conditions, and a reminder if needed, that CW will get there when all else fails
thus refreshing my enthusiasm for the mode. GMØDEQ ─Well done for promoting the
craft of carrier wave. A thoroughly enjoyable commemorative and competitive
celebration. HA5DE─ Congratulation for the FOC 75th celebration. The activity on bands
was very good. HB9FBG─Thank you for your activity, I enjoyed it - excellent operators.
Best wishes and hope for the birthday number 100. IK1OYU ─It has been a real pleasure
to take part at this FOC event. IK1WNO ─Thanks to all the team for FOC75. Magnificent
event and congratulations to all members of First Class CW operators. IZ8XQC ─Thank
you very much for this nice and enjoyable opportunity; hope to take part on a new
event. JH1DGQ ─Congratulation on your 75th anniversary of the FOC. Since each
member's operation was very excellent, I greatly enjoyed this event. KØGEO ─Thank
you for the very fun event ! K2DF ─ The 75th anniversary of the FOC during May 2013
was a terrific event, and I enjoyed QSOs with great operators all over the globe!
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K5BGB ─My sincere thanks goes out to everyone involved in setting up this year’s
celebration event. It was great fun! K5JK ─Thank you for the very well-run celebration
with lots of stations to work and much fun to be had. K6ILM ─ This was a marvellous
month. How about annually, even if it's an abbreviated version with home calls?
KDØAA ─I truly had fun working some of the stations during the FOC anniversary! I had
been off CW for over 25 years and finally got to the place on my “Bucket List" and got
back on - HI! KH2L ─Thank you for something different, even though I did not make
many QSO’s I enjoyed it very much. I especially enjoyed listening to your VFB operators
all over the world. LW3DG ─Congratulations for the very good activity only in CW!
Commend the good FOC operators with keys transmitted at high speeds and work very
well. MØRBG ─May I add how enjoyable it has been chasing the FOC stations and in
particular breaking the EU pileup to work KH6FOC. NØTK ─Thanks for a great event and
a chance to work some excellent operators and friends. N2JNZ─Thanks ! Lots of fun and
I'll continue to work more! Fun event! N2RI ─I had a wonderful time working all the
stations that I could. Thanks again for a great anniversary celebration. N4XU ─I must
say I certainly had a great time working all the stations - good operators, without a
doubt. Thanks for putting on this amateur radio event! N5RR ─I had a lot of fun with
this event and worked a lot FOC member on multiple bands. Thank you for the well
thought out event and the operators that gave their time. N6AR ─It was a very
interesting activity, with much more intensive activity than I think anyone realized!
N7RO ─ Thanks for giving us something extra to do for a month. It was a lot of fun
chasing and working some mighty fine CW operators. NA1CC─Congrats on 75 years.
Thanks too for this fun activity. Even though I'm a little pistol (4 watts output to various
wire antennas), I was able to make 49 contacts and earn 254 points. OK2PAY ─Thanks
for a lot of activity, it was a great month. ON7VD ─It has been a pleasure to participate
in your club's 75 years anniversary event. For me it is the very first ever award I apply
for, I was pleased by the courteous operating practice, it was really a beacon of positive
ham spirit. PAØQRB ─Great event and excellent ops (of course). I hope to participate in
the FOC80 anniversary event. PAØXAW ─Congrats with your 75th anniversary of the
FOC and with the operators at the stations I worked! They were all very good, friendly;
and at least they know how to listen! UA6CEY ─First of all - congratulations with 75th
anniversary of your Club! Due to high activity of special FOC suffix station I gained 50
points during the first day. UA6HZ ─Thank to FOC for nice activity and QSO's. CW
forever! UA9FAR ─Happy birthday FOC! US1VB ─ I congratulate you on anniversary and
I thank for perfectly organized work. W2AAB ─All in all, a round of applause for the
many stations activated, and for the opportunity to work as many as I did. Thanks to all
concerned! W2HTI ─A month long operating activity? Come and go as I please? Sounds
like it would be fun. It was! Thanks for all your efforts. W6DE ─ Thank you for a nice
operating event. Consistent operating style for each op and frequent signing of call
signs made it a pleasure to work these FOC stations. W8IKG─ I must compliment your
members on their very professional operations and the breadth of coverage worldwide.
WA3LAB ─I had a lot of fun working all the different FOC members. My hats off to
W1FOC who dug me out with a 429 RST!
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FOC 75th Anniversary Event
By David Barlow, G3PLE
David Barlow, G3PLE a former Merchant Navy Radio officer and holder of a First Class
PMG certificate of competency in radiotelegraphy decided the FOC concept provided a
good challenge and decided to attempt the Gold certificate which entailed obtaining
50 points – he achieved this in 36 hours of which only 2 ½ hours were spent operating.
He then upped his personal target to 500 points however at the end of the month he
actually achieved:According to his paper log with a running total 1006 points however according to the
G5LP FOC score sheet downloaded from the FOC web site he obtained 1026 points.
His paper log disclosed that in the month of May he entered a total of 198 QSOs of
which 183 related to the FOC anniversary event.
Of the 1026 points 270 related to GB75FOC and Gx4FOC stations, 750 to FOC and
MØRSE stations and 6 to individuals.
The number of contacts per band was:
160m 80m 40m 30m 20m 18m 15m 12m 10m
1
16
26
24
34
34
31
14
3
The station S575FOC was worked on all bands except 160 top band. (S575FOC was not
QRV on 160m-S57WJ-Ed.)
Both GB75FOC and GS4FOC were worked on six bands each, sadly GN4FOC was not
worked at all.
David was not able to commence operating until 3 May because of previous
commitments.
By the end of the day on 29 May he achieved 900 points and was concerned that he
would not get to 1000 as his wall chart was already well covered with stations and
bands worked however his spirits were lifted on the 30th when GS4FOC came up on
top band 1,830 at 2148z bringing his total to 945. The following day he vowed to work
to midnight to get to 1000 points and both the operator of GB75FOC and David were
delighted when they reported 599 each way at 0813z on 21028, this ground wave
condition only lasted for a short time but the 10 points were a significant boost.
KH6FOC was an USA station he had not heard before but was worked on two bands
during that day and beating the pile-up for VQ975FOC/MM also helped the cause.
At 2230 local time the whiskey bottle was opened and the paper log book 1000 points
was celebrated.
Of the other 15 QSOs some were slow Morse sessions for Poldhu Amateur Radio Club
and eight of them put in some good DXCC countries or contacting Hong Kong through a
pile-up.
A well run and organised event giving the CW sections of the bands good use. Only
about three stations were not worked or heard and the standard of operating by the
FOC stations was exemplary. Dealing with pile-ups and frequency shift working is not
easy at the best of times.
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Some failed to give their call sign and up or down indications often enough, others
seemed to find it necessary to send it every time; the former caused interruptions of
those asking for the call sign, the latter wasted time (but was perhaps used for logging
calls). The majority took the middle course.
Working split frequency from the receiver’s point of view and getting a result means
tracking the sending station and trying to anticipate where he is moving. A large
number seemed to rest on the 1 up frequency and got nowhere. Some of the FOC
stations jumped about randomly making contact difficult.
The comments above are petty compared with the tremendous effort made by FOC in
putting on this truly international CW event. I am aware that FOC has been inundated
with certificate requests and that is good for the hobby. The target of 50 points for gold
certificate was agreed before they knew how many stations would be on air.
th
The FOC 75 anniversary event was a real success bringing the bands and CW alive. It
was a wonderful demonstration of the value of CW as the event could not have been so
successful wising SSB; indeed, it showed the value of CW in getting DX countries and
the operation of bands, conditions and times of day.
A whole month CW operating in challenging conditions, pile-ups and changing band
conditions, well organised and well defined. Thank you!

Letter to the President
Dear Ivan G3IZD, dear President of FOC,
During this anniversary year I wish to congratulate FOC, it's President and members, a
number of whom I have contacted in my many years of activity.
th
As a pure coincidence it is also my 75 anniversary this year.
As a young medical student I did part of my medical training in the Birmingham in 1962
and was taken care of in the best of ham spirit by illustrious gentlemen, all SK now.
They were G2MI, G2RQ, G4MI, G6BJ, G5LC, G8KW and many more. Some of these were
FOC members and they invited me in this select club.
In February 1963 I received my membership certificate personally from the hands of
Leslie Belger, G3JLB with membership number 769. I still have it framed in my shack.
But then my medical and academic career started and I had to give up being an active
"ham" although I kept my callsign ON4IZ.
I combined a fairly large private practice as a gynaecologist with an academic function
as professor and chairman at the University of Ghent and an advisory function at WHO,
Geneva. Only after retiring in 2000 I took up ham radio again, found that my old KW
Viceroy and KW77 were still working (a little) and set up a modern station. I also found
a very serious degradation in behaviour and ham spirit...
With age I feel that the speed of my CW has decreased but still now almost 80% of my
QSOs are in CW and the last few days I have had the pleasure to work several FOC
members with their special callsign. This reminded me of my "old days" in the UK.
With sincere congratulations and my best 73’s! "Doc", ON4IZ
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75th Anniversary Special FOC-Suffix Stations
OK7FOC: OK1TN

W3FOC:

OW75FOC: OY1CT

KF3B, KR3E, N3AM, W3EF,

OZ75FOC: OZ8SW
PA75FOC: PA5V
R75FOC: R6AF
S575FOC:
S57NW, S57WJ
SM75FOC:
SM3EVR, SM5COP
SW5FOC: SV5/G2JL
TM75FOC:
F5IN, F5VHY, F6HKA
V3FOC: V31JP
VA3FOC: VE3USP
VE6FOC: VE6BF
VK1FOC:
VK2BJ, VK4OQ, VK4TT,

W3MC, W3YY
W4FOC:
W1MO, W8KJP
W5FOC:
N3BB, W5SG, K5XK, KZ5D,
AC5K, KT5X, NA5G, K5FP,
W5ZR,NO5W, KR5V,N5AW,
N5KD,K1JD, K6ZB, K5NA,
K5AX, N5XZ
W6FOC: N6XI
W9FOC:
K9FN, K9WA, N9RD, N9SW,
W9RGB, WA9AQN
WA1FOC: K1SA
WG4FOC: K3TW

VK6AA, VK8AV

ZB2FOC: ZB2CW

VP9FOC: VE3DZ

4X75FOC:
4X1FC, 4X4DK, 4Z4KX

VQ975FOC: VQ9JC
W1FOC: K1AJ, W1EBM
W2FOC:
K1JD, W1FJ,W1JR, W1RM
K2LE,K2QMF, K2SX, N2NT,
W2VT, N3RS,W4PM, W5ZR,
W8FJ, N9RV

5B75FOC: 5B4AGN
5T1FOC: 5TØJL
7Q7FOC: 7Q7BP
9J75FOC: 9J2BO
*VX2X: VE2AHJ
*XM3X: VE3HX
* callsigns applied for FOC 75th Anniversary

